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ABSTRACT 

 

The research aims at gaining a better understanding of the lived experience of cross-national 

spouses and what makes their marriage a lasting one in the Maltese context.  

This study was conducted by means of a qualitative approach through a semi-structured 

interview. An interview guide was formulated in order to gain further insight and knowledge 

about what are the contributing factors towards a lasting cross-national marriage. Interviews 

were carried out with six cross-national spouses who have been married at least for ten years 

and have resided in Malta. 

Interviews were transcribed and Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) was utilized 

to analyse the data collected from the research participants. The main themes that emerged 

were the following: 

 Forces that attracted cross-national spouses to each other 

 Malta: The country of residence of cross-national spouses 

 The cross-national spouses’ commitment towards their marriage 

 Factors contributing to the cross-national spouses’ lasting marriage 

 Ways how the Maltese and foreigners perceive each other 

 

In analysing the gathered data, it resulted that lasting cross-national marriages are a result of a 

combination of factors imbued by the cross-national spouses’ determination to make their 

marriage work. 
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The analysis ends with a number of recommendations deemed important and which may 

support cross-national spouses in nurturing their marriages and professionals in providing more 

effective services to similar spouses.  

 

 

Key Words: Lasting cross-national marriages and cross-national spouses  
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1.1 Preamble 

‘Cross-national marriages never last!’. As I was encountering more people with this strongly 

held belief, I felt a sense of rebellion developing within my internal processing. This overly 

repeated statement ignited my curiosity in the topic chosen. Initially, I felt stuck looking into 

what makes cross-national spouses resort to separation. Yet, my reflections generated more 

questions. ‘But is it possible that all cross-national marriages end up in separation?’ ‘What is 

it that makes them move towards this direction?’ In fact, rather than generating questions 

related to spouses opting for separation, I was constantly debating this argument around asking 

myself ‘What makes cross-national marriages last?’ This position was also influenced by my 

training in systemic family therapy, particularly the postmodern perspective. For example, the 

Brief Solution Focused approach seeks ‘exceptions’ in order to generate a different 

understanding of ‘when the problem is not occurring’, and ‘what solutions are the families 

holding on to’ (De Shazer, 1994). Hence, I was shifting my attention towards the spouses who 

no matter the struggles encountered along their path, chose to remain together. Actually, I have 

never met cross-national spouses who managed to remain together. Hence, I became even more 

curious in their understanding of their intact cross-national marriages. I felt I wanted to 

privilege the voices of those spouses whose marriage was intact. I strongly felt that this was 

only possible through carrying out research on the cross-national spouses’ lived experience of 

a lasting marriage.   

 

1.2 What the Research is about 

This research focuses on lasting cross-national marriages and the resilience successful spouses 

possess. As it may be portrayed in the literature review, various researchers and authors were 

interested in exploring and investigating what difficulties cross-national spouses encountered 
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in their marriage and what may have attributed to their separation. Nonetheless, in due time, 

researchers felt a stronger pull to understand what resources spouses possessed for a lasting 

marriage (Yancey and Lewis, 2009; Gaines and Agnew, 2003). As a researcher with a systemic 

background, I was interested in the spouses’ resilience, since I strongly believe that 

strengths/resources lay within the people themselves (Corey, 2009; Walsh, 2011). However, I 

feel that unless I get a better understanding of the challenges faced by these spouses, I may not 

manage to appreciate enough their resilience. 

As a researcher, I was curious to understand what meaning cross-national spouses attributed to 

their lived experience within the Maltese context, what struggles they have faced in their 

married life, and what were their resources that enabled them to get where they are today.   

 

1.3 Definitions 

Various terminologies may be used differently throughout different studies. In view of this, I 

will be providing a definition of different terminologies used throughout the presented studies. 

The aim is that the reader has a clearer understanding of the concepts presented. The rationale 

behind the terminologies used will also be portrayed.  

 

1.3.1 Culture 

Bustamante et al. (2011) emphasized the importance of understanding what is meant by the 

term culture. Samovar et al., (2010) stated that it is very difficult to come up with a definition 

while Harrison and Huntington (2000) added that this could be because culture is given a 

different meaning in different contexts. However, for the purpose of this research culture will 

be defined as ‘shared standard operating procedures, unstated assumptions, tools, norms, 
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values, habits about sampling the environment, and the like’ (Triandis, 2002, p. 136). Also, in 

his definition of culture, Pare’ (1996) added that these shared values, beliefs and cultural 

experiences ‘give particular interpretations of the world’ (p. 25). 

 

1.3.2 Cross-National Marriages 

Other terminologies are used instead of cross-national marriages such as ‘intermarriages’ 

(Okita, 2002), ‘interracial marriages’, ‘interethnic marriages’ and ‘intercultural marriages’ 

(Jones and Chao, 1997; Biever et al., 1998; Chron, 1998; Falicov, 1995).  

For the purpose of this research I will be using the term cross-national marriages and spouses. 

This terminology fits best with the presented research as I will be recruiting Maltese spouses 

whose spouse is a foreigner.  

 

1.4 Aims of Research and Research Question 

The main aim of this study is to answer the main research question that is ‘What makes cross-

national marriages lasting ones?’ As a researcher I aim at gaining a better insight about the 

resources and strengths within the cross-national spouses. In fact, Troy et al., (2006) reports 

that when spouses acknowledge and deal with their differences they tend to become more 

intimate. Additionally, the findings of this research aim at shedding more light on the lived 

experience of cross-national spouses within the Maltese context.  

Moreover, this research aims at challenging therapeutic professionals’ beliefs and biases when 

working with cross-national married spouses so as to adopt an open position rather than make 

unnecessary assumptions related to the differences in cultures and stress levels in the marital 

relationship. In fact, Seto and Cavallaro (2007) state that such marriages are often seen as 
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problematic, as ‘deviation equals difficulty’ (p. 262). Hence, this study aims at fostering a more 

in-depth awareness and self-reflexivity among the therapeutic professionals working with 

cross-national married spouses and also among the general public which may enable a shift in 

perspective. Additionally, this research aims at illustrating the relevance of possessing a 

significant understanding of the different spouses’ cultures as it is crucial for the success of the 

therapeutic process (Seto and Cavallaro, 2007). 

 

1.5 Relevance of the Study 

Provided that societies are subjected to more diversity, an increase in immigration, higher 

international travel rate, and technological progress, we are frequently encountering people 

from different countries and cultural backgrounds, who embrace different religious faiths, 

speak different languages, and share different values and beliefs (Triandis, 1994). Due to this 

trend the likelihood of these circumstances will increase the rate of cross-national marriages.  

This study shall shed light upon cross-national marriages between Maltese and foreigners who 

reside in the Maltese islands and whose marriage is an intact one. Even though the majority of 

the marriages happening in Malta are between Maltese, data shows that cross-national 

marriages are slightly on the increase (National Statistics Office, 2012). Other studies 

conducted in the Maltese context found from secondary resources pictured mainly; the 

Maltese’s perception specifically related to Maltese-Arabs marriages (Cassar, 2005) and the 

way of life of cross-national married young spouses, a comparison to other young Maltese 

spouses, difficulties encountered prior and during the marriage and positive aspects of such 

marriages (Camilleri, 1997).  

This research aims at generating relevant information about lasting cross-national marriages 

within the local context through the lived experience of cross-national spouses. Considering 
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the lack of research about lasting cross-national marriages in the local milieu, the findings that 

will be presented in this research may shed light on this yet insufficiently researched topic.  

 

1.6 Motivation and Self Reflexivity; Position as a Research  

During the very initial phase of this research I was caught between 2 topics to choose from; 

lasting cross-national marriages or the mother-daughter relationship. However, amidst my 

doubts I was determined that the chosen area of study had to emanate hope. This reflected my 

position at the time of the choice of the research topic. At that time I was working on one of 

my growing edges; that is to hold on to hope during tough times. I am aware that I come from 

a background where hopelessness reigns and hence when I feel stuck I tend to resort to my 

default position of helplessness.  

There was an intense short period of time where I experienced frequent encounters with either 

spouses who were married to foreigners and were now separated or with their relatives. These 

people strongly believed that marriages between cross-national spouses do not last and 

attributed such dissolution to the difference in cultures and mentalities. In fact, Yancey and 

Lewis (2009) stated that cross-national spouses faced more difficulties vis-a-vis their cultural 

differences when compared to same cultural marriages.  

As I reflected more about the people with whom I met who held strong beliefs about non-

lasting cross-national marriages I realised that such encounters were strangely frequent and 

were occurring in different contexts. The meaning I attributed to these experiences was that of 

a signal that I was meant to conduct this research and not another one. Yet, even as a researcher 

I was going through a parallel process whereby the dominant voices were all emanating 

hopelessness. The research experience enabled me to further realise that if I want hope to be 

instilled I cannot expect it from others but I have to start holding on to it until I manage to 
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internalize this mechanism. Therefore, I took the plunge and rebelled to the hopelessness I was 

coming in contact with and chose to seek hope in the cross-national spouses that have made it 

so far.  

Eventually, I realized that even I had my own biases and these were shaped by my family 

experiences and work exposure. I remembered that in my family, 20 years ago we had 

experienced a cross-national marriage. I feel that in a way or another the way things turned out 

for my relative unconsciously influenced the way I perceived these marriages. Seshadri and 

Knudson-Martin (2013) stated that the majority of therapeutic professionals would have 

‘experienced interracial/intercultural relationships personally’ or in their family and they often 

work with this client group (p. 45). As regarding my relative who married a Moroccan woman 

in the 1990s, I still vividly recall the feelings of scepticism that other family members 

demonstrated. However, eventually, most of them accepted her, managed to make her feel 

welcomed and as part of the family. In fact, Seshadri and Knudson-Martin (2013) added that 

cross-national spouses are stigmatized mainly by their families and close relatives. 

Nevertheless, giving family members enough time to accept the culturally different partner, 

delineating boundaries around prejudices and adopting a ‘we’ position can combat the 

probability of interracial marriage dissolution (Seshadri and Knudson-Martin, 2013). During 

the 1990s in Malta, I remember people saying that there was an occurrence of foreigners who 

were marrying Maltese people to get the citizenship and the latter in return would get money. 

My relative’s marriage lasted only a few years and though I am not aware of the reasons for its 

dissolutions, as I was still very young, I remember it ending in a very sad way and consequently 

re-confirming my family’s perception of cross-national marriages. 

Additionally, when I was in my early twenties I felt a strong pull towards the Italian culture as 

I have been in such country several times. I recall that there were instances where I thought of 

moving there so as to gain different experiences. As I was also discussing it with my parents I 
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remember their shocked expression and their biases about Italian men. I guess they were 

already figuring me out as married to an unfaithful husband far away from them feeling lonely 

and miserable.  

Further on, I also reflected about my work context, a domestic violence shelter for women and 

their children. During the past two years we are experiencing more frequent admissions of 

foreign women married to Maltese men due to severe abuse and issues of control. 

This is what instilled in me further curiosities and I felt intrigued to better understand the 

challenges faced by spouses who are still together, and which coping mechanisms are adopted 

for their marriage to be a lasting one. As I reflected further on this topic, I became interested 

in what constitutes the dissolution of such marriages; yet I was increasingly enticed in 

exploring what resources and strengths such spouses possess that eventually solidifies their 

marriage. In fact, these authors commented that recent research is more focused on what is 

keeping these spouses together rather than what makes them grow apart (Yancey and Lewis, 

2009). Hence, I thought of gaining further insight about cross-national spouse, in the local 

context, who managed to work through difficult situations that might have caused dissolution 

in their marriage yet still remained together. Conclusively, through the findings I will attempt 

to demonstrate that not all cross-national marriages end up separated or divorced. 

So much so, I believe that this research topic can help me to adopt a more hopeful stance which 

will eventually be of an asset in the family work I will conduct. Additionally, I feel that through 

this research I can also challenge my biases and beliefs around cross-national marriages. 

 

1.7 Conceptual Framework 

Troy et al., (2006) mentioned that various theories attempted to shed light upon the romantic 

involvement between cross-national spouses mainly the ‘caste theory’ (p. 66). However this 
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research, being a systemic one, has drawn mainly from two theoretical frameworks namely the 

social constructionist perspective and the family resilience perspective. 

 

1.7.1 Social Constructionist Perspective 

The Social Constructionist perspective steers conversations through which cross-national 

spouses can co-construct new or different meanings attributed to their lived experience related 

to their marriage (Anderson, 1997). Actually, Burr (1995) stated that the way people make 

sense of particular events is socially constructed and therefore this research shall reveal an 

interpretation of the cross-national spouses within the Maltese islands during this period of 

time. As Pare’ (1999) corroborated, this perspective looks at the spouses’ meanings as highly 

influenced by their backgrounds and cultural contexts. In fact, he perceives the meaning that 

cross-national spouses attribute to their experiences as ‘socially constructed – over time and in 

multiple contexts – mostly through the principle vehicle of human communication: language’ 

(p. 296). In fact, Andrews (2012) continues by saying that language constructs our perception 

of the world and when we experience shared meanings we might risk adopting a knowing 

position. Hence, as a researcher I aim at exploring further what the cross-national spouses 

consider as ‘normal’ or what it is being taken for granted so that the meaning they attribute to 

their experience will be accentuated.  

The understanding of the marital experience of cross-national spouses will be obtained through 

such spouses’ interpretation of it. Thus, this theoretical orientation will allow me as a researcher 

to better comprehend ‘the complex and constructed reality’ from the cross-national spouses’ 

perspective (Wu, 2014, p. 37). Furthermore, Wu (2014) adds on that spouses within an intimate 

relationship are continuously constructing their reality by negotiating and re-authoring their 

past and present experiences in order to co-construct new and different meanings. Moreover, 
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intimate spouses attempt to generate meaning about the differences and similarities which in 

turn are important for them.  

When it comes to cross-national spouses, some might debate that disagreements or conflicts 

might arise due to racial aspects however there might be others who attribute this to 

characteristics, religious beliefs and gender expectations (Wu, 2014). Hence, I strongly believe 

that this perspective was salient to this research as race and culture are socially constructed 

whereby there is no one single truth but rather the truth of the cross-national spouses 

themselves.  

Additionally, this theoretical framework is congruent with the methodological framework 

chosen for this research; Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, where the subjective 

experience of the cross-national spouses will be understood and appreciated through the 

meaning they have attributed to their lived experience. Also, this methodological framework 

acknowledges the researcher’s biases and pre-conceived ideas and recognises that they cannot 

be dismissed (Larkin et al., 2006). These will be further discussed to in the methodology 

chapter.  

 

1.7.2 Family Resilience Perspective  

Back in time, researchers viewed resilience as an individual’s trait (Walsh, 1996) and ignored 

the family’s influence on its members (Walsh, 2003). Yet, this did not stop them from blaming 

the family as a contributing factor to the challenges faced by the resilient member (Walsh, 

2003). In fact, Walsh (2003) added that many practitioners failed from recognising the family’s 

resources as they were too focused on pathology. However, Paterson (2002) denoted that 

eventually studies became more in touch with the idea that resilience could be moulded by 

other factors such as the family and also by the context one lives in.  
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On the contrary, a family resilience perspective identifies strengths and resources that a family 

possesses while keeping in mind challenges that might be encountered (Walsh, 2003). Similar 

to the resilience perspective, my research focuses on the strengths that cross-national spouses 

possess without overlooking the challenges faced within their marriage. Further to this Walsh 

(2003) denotes that this perspective being ‘grounded in a systemic orientation, it looks beyond 

the parent-child dyad’ and focuses also on the couple subsystem and other support networks 

the family has. Though this research is interested in understanding further the resilience of the 

cross-national spouses it does not exclude the impact that other support networks might have 

had upon their lasting marriage. In fact, Walsh (2011) stated that the healing of individuals and 

relationships are derived from the strengthening of the family support system.  

Additionally, another congruent aspect to my research is that this perspective has shifted from 

a deficit-based to a strength-based approach. In the second chapter of this research I will be 

outlining that studies about cross-national marriages were more interested in understanding 

what made such unions end up in separation and divorce. Nevertheless, as researchers become 

more curious about what were the reasons of lasting cross-national marriages their perspective 

shifted towards the spouses’ strengths and resources and hence they were no longer perceived 

as troubled but rather as ‘challenged by life’s adversities, with potential for fostering healing 

and growth’ (Walsh, 2003, p. 2 and 3). This was also corroborated in Rutter (1999) who stated 

that resilience got the attention of various researchers. Though cross-national spouses might 

face similar challenges which might be also similarly dealt with, this research will also look at 

their unique challenges, strengths and resources through their lived experience (Falicov, 1995).  

Walsh’s (2003) definition of resilience fosters the concept that cross-national spouses have the 

abilities to adapt to changes, surviving ordeals, and emerge from these challenges stronger and 

more united. Additionally, when spouses feel supported by each other the bond between them 
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is further intensified and consequently other significant relationships are also strengthened 

(Walsh and McGoldrick, 2004).  

Walsh (2011) put forward that researches exploring the families’ resilience is valuable to the 

clinical field. This perspective allows professionals and the families to view challenges as ‘a 

wakeup call’ where priorities can be re-negotiated and as a result cross-national spouses can 

feel motivated to invest in ‘meaningful relationships’ (p. 157).  

 

1.8 Conclusion 

In this first chapter, an introduction of the chosen topic for this study was presented. 

Throughout this chapter the reader was given a clear picture of the study’s aims and relevance, 

the definitions used, the theoretical frameworks adopted and the researcher’s position. 

Furthermore, chapter 2 will illustrate the literature pertaining to cross-national marriages; its 

evolution, struggles encountered and the resources and resilience these spouses possess. The 

third chapter will eventually provide the reader with an overview of the research design, the 

methodology chosen and the method of analysis for this systemic research. The subsequent 

chapter will entail the presentation of the findings through emerging themes, while in chapter 

5 these will be further discussed alongside pertinent research. Finally, in the last chapter of this 

study, I will encompass a summary of the findings which shall provide the recommendations 

for future research, clinical practice and other relevant services.   
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2.1 Introduction 

This chapter will present literature in relation to cross national marriages and how these are 

experienced by the spouses. The fundamental theoretical concepts, current research findings 

and developments will be presented. Initially, contributing factors to dissolution and lasting 

marriages will be depicted. Next, focus will be given to studies which focus on cross-national 

marriages and how these evolved. Challenges and coping strategies of cross-national marriages 

will be delved into a more detailed manner. Reflexive processes will be outlined with the aim 

that the reader is guided and informed about the researcher’s standpoints throughout the 

research process.  

Apart from exploring international literature, the study will also delve into the local scenario 

by presenting statistical information on cross-national marriages and how these are perceived 

by the locals themselves. This will give a contextual framework to the presented study. 

 

2.2 Marriage and Married Life 

Marriage is a bond which is fundamentally based on the love that the spouses feel for each 

other but it can also “be economically, politically, or socially-driven” (Pinsof, 2002, p. 137), 

as a matter of fact the context in which such union is lived should be taken into consideration 

as this might directly influence the lived experience of spouses through the marital union.  

Historically, marriage and the marital relationship were granted a great deal of focus in studies 

which strived to explore the characteristics which help and/or hinder the marital relationship to 

develop. Dindia and Emmers-Sommer (2006) depict a lasting relationship as one which 

partners maintain alive through excitement and novelty and is determined by its level of 

satisfaction or whether the spouses would be working towards surmounting challenges.  
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Although, Stafford (2003) retains communication as a key factor to lasting marriages, different 

findings present another perspective as spouses may also maintain their relationship by 

avoiding to communicate about sensitive issues (Baxter and Dindia, 1990; Ayres, 1983). This 

was corroborated in Knobloch and Carpenter-Theune (2004) who affirmed that spouses may 

prefer to avoid talking about delicate issues as they were afraid that their partner will perceive 

them differently or that it would negatively influence their relationship. This was strongly 

debated in Dailey and Palomares (2004) who found that avoidant spouses were likely to be less 

satisfied in their relationship and consequently they suggested that spouses are to invest more 

time in communication. In fact, Reiter and Gee (2008) add on that ‘open communication and 

topic avoidance play important roles in relational maintenance’ as both factors are associated 

to the relationship’s satisfaction and growth (p. 541).  

Studies have shown that various factors can lead to marital dissolution (Amato and Rogers, 

1997; Cherlin, 1992; Teachman, 2003). These factors may include the wife’s age when she got 

married, her employment and financial income, differences between the spouses’ educational 

level and their level of income, and whether there was cohabitation prior to the marriage and 

multiple children. Heaton (2002) also explained that one’s family of origin and 

transgenerational beliefs and values that are passed on to the spouses should also be taken into 

consideration when exploring martial relationships.  

It should be noted that as these studies portray marriages in general irrelevant of the spouses’ 

nationality. In fact it might be interesting to explore the contributing factors presented onto 

such a cohort while exploring whether these are consistent or differing among different cohorts.  
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2.3 The Evolution of Cross-national marriages 

Cross-national relationships have become increasingly possible due to an increased mobility, 

thus increasing the chances of meeting and making contact with people from different cultures 

(Bustamante et al., 2011). In fact Molina et al., (2004) attributed this rapid increase in cross-

national marriages to the fact that the world is changing and people are traveling more often 

while ‘communication technology are helping to progressively decrease the gap between 

diverse people (p. 139). Also, a higher rate of cross-national marriages was ascribed to a recent 

fostered social tolerance and acceptance of these kind of marriages (Joyner and Kao, 2005). 

Bratter and King (2008) depicted that between the 1970’s and the year 2000 the approximate 

percentage rate of cross-national marriages increased by 5%. In view of this, major increase in 

cross-national marriages had been experienced between Asians and Hispanics whereas before 

marriages between black/white spouses have prevailed (Lee and Edmonston, 2005).   

Even though the above researches demonstrated that cross-national spouses are at an increase, 

Gaines and Brennan (2001) found out that there is a high rate of divorce among cross-national 

spouses when compared to other marriages and this was attributed to the distinctive struggles 

that these spouses encounter. Moreover, Bramlett and Mosher (2002) reflected cross-national 

spouses have a 10% higher chance to get a divorce by the first ten years of marriage as opposed 

to same nationality spouses. This data was justified as cross-national spouses are more prone 

to be stigmatised by society and hence they have a lesser chance for their marriage to remain 

intact. Even more so, the most susceptible spouses involve white females and non-white males 

for the exception of white/Hispanic females and white males (Bratter and King, 2008). This 

again was explained due to less social stigma experienced by such spouses.  

According to Reiter and Gee (2008) a high rate of divorce among cross-national spouses might 

have intrigued researchers to examine factors that contribute towards marital satisfaction and 
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commitment rather than sticking only to what makes such spouses separate. In fact, Bratter and 

King (2008) and Fu et al., (2001) outlined that previous researchers have related to this topic 

from a deficit perspective. Nonetheless, while it is acknowledged that cross-national spouses 

may encounter further struggles and challenges it was also noticed that lately the approach 

taken by the researchers looked at these spouses from a strength-based lens as they were more 

interested in exploring what makes their relationship last rather than what makes these spouses 

proceed in separate ways (Yancey and Lewis, 2009; Gaines and Agnew, 2003). Differences in 

race, ethnicity and religion make it possible for spouses to experience enriching relationships. 

In fact Chan and Wethington (1998) suggested that such view has challenged how society 

perceives cross-national marriages.  

Researches that targeted cross-national spouses explored issues such as the spouses’ age at the 

time the relationship commenced and selection of partner (Levin et al., 2007; Yancey and 

Yancey, 1998). These variables were explored in order to identify whether these are 

significantly related to the marital relation well-being. Others were interested in how these 

spouses managed their differences, in how they co-constructed their narratives and in how they 

kept on their traditions while opened up to new ones (Seshadri and Knudson-Martin, 2013). 

My curiosity as a researcher was to better understand the lived experience of cross-national 

spouses and the meaning they attribute to their lasting marriage within the Maltese context. As 

a matter of fact there is insufficient research that explores the experiences of cross-national 

spouses in Malta in view of an era of multiculturalism.  
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2.4 Cross-National Marriages  

2.4.1 The Experienced Challenges of Cross-National Spouses  

Several studies about cross-national spouses presented that differences in cultures were indeed 

a contributing factor to marital distress (Bhugra & DeSilva, 2000; Heller & Wood, 2007; 

McFadden & Moore, 2001; Waldman & Rubalcava, 2005). Fu and Heaton (2000) emphasised 

that the distress faced by these spouses is different than that of spouses possessing the same 

nationality. In fact, this was also corroborated in Bramlett and Mosher (2002) who stated that 

cross-national marriages are more at risk of dissolution than same nation spouses. It was 

discovered that 41% of cross-national spouses get divorced by the 10th year of marriage 

whereas the percentage marriage dissolution within same culture spouses is 31% (Bramlett & 

Mosher, 2002). Also, Kreider (2000) affirmed that cross-national marriages have a tendency to 

last less than same nation spouses.  

Some of the factors that were found to contribute to such dissolution were the spouses’ age at 

marriage and their educational level. Nonetheless, Kreider (2000) debated that such aspects 

were more associated to marriage dissolution in general rather than to cross-national marriages 

per se. However, Bratter and King (2008) argued that marriage dissolution amongst cross-

national spouses is more related to the psychological stress generated by the differences in race 

and ethnicity. In fact, Bustamante et al. (2011) reported that all spouses interviewed in their 

research attributed conflict to stereotypes related to parenting, gender role expectations, family 

connections and time orientation matters such as punctuality and leisure time.  

According to Sue and Sue (1990) stereotypes were defined as ‘rigid preconceptions we hold 

about all people who are members of a particular group’ (p. 48). Diller (2004) stated that when 

stereotypes are negative, people feel labelled and might lose their sense of uniqueness and it 

might be that people might take advantage of such stereotypes so as to justify particular 
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behaviours. Further to this, Perel (2000) took into consideration that negative stereotypes, 

cultural camouflage and miscommunication can occur within the micro and macro systems of 

the cross-national spouses who might experience conflictual relationships, rejection and 

oppression while ending up feeling isolated without any support.  

 

2.4.1.1 Family Opposition  

Cross-national spouses may experience oppression from their relatives and society in relation 

to their marital union. In view of this cross-national spouses may cause the former to feel 

anxious and even more isolated. Immediate and extended family opposition can add stress 

within the cross-national spouses’ relationship which can also lead to marital dissolution (Chan 

and Wethington, 1998). In fact Molina et al., (2004) put forward that in particular cultures the 

parental opinion is very important and when spouses decide to get married without their 

parents’ blessings they feel they are disloyal towards the latter. According to McGoldrick 

(1988) this parental influence can persist throughout the spouses’ life cycle stages as it 

impinges upon their psychological well-being and upon their competencies to face challenges. 

McGoldrick et al., (1996) added that further stress is felt around cultural festivities and 

celebrations where the spouses has to choose with whose family to celebrate and eventually 

they end up feeling disloyal towards the family that is left out.   

Furthermore, though Killian (2003) depicted that societies are now more open to marriages 

between spouses from different cultures yet unions between same nation spouses are still highly 

predominant. This was reiterated by Semafumu (1998) who affirmed that in particular 

societies, marriage is not only a spouses’ issue but is a family and community matter. In fact, 

Cottrell (1990) denoted that cross-national marriages generated more concerns to the relatives 

rather than to the actual spouses. Cottrell (1990) explained that this might be because family 
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members may fear prejudice from their communities who may be strongly influenced by the 

society’s negative stereotypes of foreign people.  

Another struggle cross-national spouses encounter, especially the spouse who would have left 

his or her country of origin, is how to maintain closeness with family members. As Milk (2000) 

stated such spouses have to find ways of working around the distress caused by distance. 

Adams (2004) added that while for some foreigners who have left their country of origin this 

was a positive experience as their life conditions have improved for others this was a time when 

they felt lonely and isolated. Hence, Adams (2004) deduced that the choice of residence could 

either cause stress or facilitate the growth of a marriage.   

Parents and extended families are viewed as key players in minimising the distress that cross-

national marriages may bring about. In fact, Seto and Cavallaro (2007) argued that this can be 

achieved if the former were to accept and understand the different cultures that were united in 

one marriage. 

 

2.4.1.2 Social Messages 

Molina et al., (2004) did not stop at portraying only the oppression that came from the relatives 

of cross-national spouses they added the dominant and oppressive voices that these kind of 

spouses were exposed to: “You know he only wants you to improve his status by marrying a 

White woman”; “You’d be better off staying with one of our girls, who will know how to 

honour her man”; or “Why do you have to rebel by being with someone we do not approve of? 

You know this will make your mother only sicker” (p. 140). Killian (2001) substantiated these 

experiences through his therapeutic work with cross-national spouses who had also reported a 

similar dominant discourse.  
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Moreover, Molina et al., (2004) posited that cross-national spouses who are subjected to similar 

societal messages face strenuous experiences as ‘the dreams of weaving a supportive, culturally 

rich family may wilt as the challenges of stereotypes and bias exercise power over a spouses’ 

dream of launching a new family’ (p. 140). In fact when cross-national spouses experience 

expectations from their respective cultures it generates anxiety and this is even further 

amplified when their support network pass on prejudicial comments about cultural differences 

(Carter and McGoldrick, 1999). This in turn may instil further expectations within the spouses 

as one might feel more exigent when it comes to their partner’s cultural respect. Molina et al., 

(2004) proceeded by saying that this increased sensitivity might create unhealthy interactions 

which would cause lack of support by the other spouse as in turn they may feel disrespected. 

 

2.4.1.3 Language Barriers 

Language barriers are said to induce stress within cross-national spouses because it does not 

only impact the spouses’ communication patterns but it also may impinge on their financial 

aspect as the foreign spouse may struggle to find employment (Breger and Hill, 1998). These 

authors debated that the spoken language by the cross-national spouses can lead to a power 

imbalance as limitations in communication will be created. Though Piller (2000) stated that 

miscommunication occurs due to gender and cultural differences Pickett (2000) argued that 

cross-national spouses fail to understand each other due to lack of clarity and the use of 

appropriate means of communications. 

They added on that the foreign spouse may also have a limited support network as a result of 

the language barrier. This further increases the chances that foreign spouses end up feeling out 

of place and even more isolated. Recognising and acknowledging that language barriers 

provoked distress was crucial ‘for optimal individuation as well as a healthy balance in a 
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marital dyad’ (Seto and Cavallaro, 2007, p. 261). Nevertheless, they continued to say that 

language acquisition or a shared language did not necessarily entail an understanding of the 

other spouse’s cultures and rituals.   

 

 

2.4.2 Coping Strategies Among Cross-National Marriages 

Seshadri and Knudson-Martin (2013) stated that the coping strategies adopted by cross-

national lasting spouses have a direct correlation with the level of relational well-being.  In a 

research carried out by Bustamante et al. (2011) spouses reported that one of their coping 

strategies was to assimilate more to their spouse’s culture. This was corroborated in Seshadri 

and Knudson-Martin (2013) who reported that spouses who integrated values from their 

spouses’ cultures had more stable marriages. They added on that those who chose not to 

assimilate to their spouse’s different cultural values but showed respect and were genuinely 

interested in gaining further understanding about their cultural differences still managed to 

conquer the challenges brought up by this union. This was also substantiated by Bustamante et 

al. (2011) who stated that cross-national spouses seem to have agreed that finding common 

factors within both cultures while respecting the differences, eased the distress in their 

marriage. Further to this, Falicov (1995) had previously stated that if cross-national spouses 

were to recognise, accept and embrace their differences and similarities they could turn this 

experience into an enriching one. 

Another coping strategy of cross-national spouses in the ‘process of creating happily ever after 

stories’ was that they embraced their differences while acknowledging their ability of looking 

at scenarios from different perspectives (Molina et al.’ 2004, p. 143). In Molina et al., (2004) 
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it was depicted that such spouses also managed to blend their cultural differences and develop 

patterns in a way that no other same culture spouses would have done.  

 

 

2.4.2.1 Communication  

According to Molina et al. (2004) unless cross-national spouses voice their emotions about 

these experiences it will be very difficult to leave the past behind and move forward towards a 

lasting marriage. As a matter of fact, Reiter and Gee (2008) documented that marital distress 

was a result of lower levels of open communication and cultural support. Both these authors 

stressed that cross-national spouses cannot limit themselves at supporting one another’s 

cultural differences and similarities but a lasting marriage is further guaranteed if they were to 

learn how to communicate about these dynamics. As a result Reiter and Gee (2008) added on 

that when spouses learn how to communicate about their differences and similarities they 

experience satisfaction within their marriage and hence they are more likely to be committed 

in their relationship with their spouse.  

On a different note, Leslie and Letiecq (2004) reiterated that there are spouses who cope with 

their distress by dismissing their racial or cultural issues. It was strongly suggested that this 

coping mechanism impeded the spouses from generating further awareness about their 

differences and similarities. Actually, Jones and Chao (1997) had already argued that such 

spouses need to develop further awareness about their cultures and the role it has in their 

marriages and this can only be achieved through open communication.  

To further sustain this argument, Waldman and Rubalcava (2005) stressed that communication 

is a vital component in maintaining a lasting marriage in whatever context the spouses is 

residing. Nonetheless, these authors acknowledged the struggles cross-national spouses 
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encounter when communicating and attributed such challenges to the different means and the 

different cultures they adopt when expressing ones’ emotions. 

Finally, Bustamante et al. (2011) clearly depicted that gender roles and the expectations 

brought up by such roles were considered as stressors not only amongst cross-national spouses. 

However, in this research it was evident that the participants considered this struggle as a salient 

one mainly those coming from a male-dominated culture where the woman is expected to adopt 

the caring role. Nonetheless, they indicated that transparent communication about gender roles 

and expectations was fundamental in achieving harmony and flexibility in the roles adopted by 

both spouses.  

 

 2.4.2.2 Opposite Attracts? 

Some people strongly believe that they get attracted to others who are different from them – 

Opposite attracts while similar repel. Nonetheless, both Kalmijn (1998) and Sherkat (2004) 

debated that lasting marriages are more frequently experienced by spouses who have similar 

beliefs and values. In fact even in the Maltese context we have a proverb saying ‘Kull par għal 

paru’ similar to the English proverb stating that ‘Birds of a feather flock together’. In fact, 

Ibrahim and Schroeder, (1990) suggested that as similar to other spouses, cross-national 

spouses are drawn to each other by their similarities as well. However Brehm et al., (2002) 

argued that these similarities may become a reason for conflict in the longer term. Thus, they 

suggest that whether these spouses are perceiving themselves as different or similar from their 

spouse; two important factors ensuring a lasting marriage are: a) open communication between 

themselves and b) the provision of support to the other spouse with regards to his/her culture.  

In addition to this, Falicov (1995) generated further insight about cross-national spouses as he 

perceived all kind of spouses as coming from different cultures even within the same country. 
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Hence it is argued that not only cross-national spouses face challenges related to cultural 

differences. He added that when two people unite in marriage they will bring about their 

different backgrounds and would have to discuss issues of boundaries and expectations and 

how to negotiate them within their union for their narrative to be co-constructed in a way that 

makes their marriage worth fighting for.  

 

 2.4.2.3 Resilience 

Resiliency theorists were confident about what factors strengthens a cross-national relationship 

(Chan and Wethington, 1998). They argued that growth is ensured when cross-national spouses 

recognise and highlight their strengths as individuals and moreover their strengths as spouses 

were augmented through the hardships and challenges experienced over the years.  

Biever et al., (1998) were determined to portray cross-national spouses through a positive lens. 

In fact they highlighted their resilience and their strengths in facing challenges and coming out 

even more united, committed and aware of their cultural differences especially in the face of 

oppression. However, Hibbler and Shinew (2002) strongly debated that that cross-national 

spouses had a tendency to isolate themselves in the face of oppression. Seshadri and Knudson-

Martin (2013) stated that the spouses who were interviewed in their study reported that one of 

their coping strategies in fighting oppression was the delineating of boundaries and were 

selective when it came to their support network. Additionally, these participants mentioned that 

one of their coping strategies when they experienced discrimination was to invest further in 

their identity as a spouses. They described it as the creation of a ‘we’ identity where they work 

towards achieving easiness, awareness and sensitivity when discussing cultural differences 

(Seshadri and Knudson-Martin, 2013, p. 52). These authors further discussed that it was this 
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coping strategy that empowered these cross-national spouses to ‘stand together’ and embrace 

this position amidst all the oppression and discrimination experienced (p. 53).     

 

2.4.2.4 Different religious beliefs 

Perel (2000) argued that a contributing factor might be because religious beliefs are transmitted 

to us at a very young age and hence the meaning we attributed was so intense that at times we 

struggled to find words that describe our feelings in relation to our religious beliefs. According 

to Beckerman and Sheperd (2002) almost 18 spouses out of 31 who sought therapy referred to 

the challenges they faced due to their different religious beliefs. The same applied to such 

spouses where open communication about their religious beliefs facilitated their marital 

development and satisfaction (Williams and Lawler, 2003). In fact, Dailey and As Palomares 

(2004) put forward marital dissatisfaction was not associated to different religious beliefs but 

rather to avoidance of religious conversations.  

In fact, findings from a research between multicultural Muslim spouses suggested that when 

cross-national spouses managed to embrace their different religious beliefs, were 

understanding, tolerant and flexible were more satisfied in their lasting marriage (Daneshpour, 

2003). Moreover, in another study between African and American spouses findings 

demonstrated that the church played an essential role in the marital stability and in the 

negotiation of cultural differences (Diggs and Stafford, 1998). This was also portrayed in 

Mahoney et al., (1999) who explained that regular church goers may be more exposed to 

informal support offered by other members of that community. Moreover, they argued that 

these cross-national spouses could have experienced a high level of spirituality and whatever 

values and beliefs are practiced in church are also embraced in their marital relationship such 

as love, a caring attitude and a sense of sacrifice.  
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2.4.2.5 Other coping strategies 

Yancey and Lewis (2009) indicated that other researches have demonstrated that one of the 

crucial factors that make cross-national marriages lasting ones is when both spouses’ needs are 

recognised and met. Consequently, such factor increases the tendencies of experiencing 

satisfaction in the marital life.  

Therapy was also referred to as a resource that cross-national spouses resorted to in times of 

challenges (Cirio, 2008). She added that cross-national spouses can benefit from therapy as 

further understanding about individual as well as cultural differences can be generated. 

Moreover, Cirio (2008) pointed out that during the therapeutic process such spouses are 

supported in identifying the strengths within and also to recognise the support being offered to 

them. This will in turn enable the spouses to build on their strengths while developing new 

strategies that are needed during challenging times when negotiation and change are inevitable. 

Further to this Henriksen et al., (2007) added that therapists can support cross-national spouses 

‘in identifying clear areas of compromise, consensus, intrigue, or humour around cultural 

differences’ (p. 406). These areas that were mentioned by Henriksen et al., (2007) were often 

presented in several empirical studies I came across except for humour which was only 

mentioned briefly in few other researches. Nonetheless, Bustamante et al. (2011) portrayed 

humour as one of the coping strategies that cross-national spouses resort to when working 

around the heaviness that cultural differences may bring about.  

As a concluding point pertaining to this section Childs (2009) presented a valid argument which 

states that discrimination occurred within all cultural and racial settings and not only amongst 

cross-national spouses, focusing mainly on black-white spouses. Nonetheless, such spouses 

combat discrimination by entering into supportive networks of their choice and this was 
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considered as one of the facts that fortified cross-national spouses (Seshadri and Knudson-

Martin, 2013). Moreover, the increase in the number of Asians-Hispanics marriages broadened 

‘the picture of the typical interracial spouses’ and hence this might have changed the way cross-

national spouses are perceived by society; from a less discriminatory lens (Bratter and King, 

2008, p. 160).  

 

2.5 The Local Context 

In 2013, 62 Maltese married foreigners, 32 of which were marriages between Maltese and 

foreign Catholics, 19 between Maltese Catholics and foreign Christians while 11 were between 

Maltese and non-Christians (The Times of Malta, 2014). The gender of the foreigners who got 

married with Maltese were 42 men and 20 women and their age ranged between 20 and 29. 

Moreover, they came from 29 different countries however in this article only Italy and the UK 

were mentioned were 13 Maltese nationals got married to Italians and 7 marriage were between 

Maltese and people from UK (The Times of Malta, 2014).  

Further to this, National Statistics Office (2015) published data about the number of people 

who united in marriage on the Maltese Islands in the year 2013. The total number of marriages 

in that year was 2,578 whereby such figure also includes cross-national marriages. The 

following table illustrates the number of cross-national marriages in 2013 and the gender of the 

Maltese and foreign spouse.  

Table 1: Statistical Data of Cross National Marriages between Maltese and Foreigners in 2013 

in Malta 

 Maltese Groom Maltese Bride 

United Kingdom 15 22 
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Other EU Member States 42 34 

Other European Countries  46 6 

America 4 7 

Africa 8 16 

Asia 26 9 

Oceania 3 1 

Unspecified  70 78 

 

This table illustrates that it is more common for Maltese women to marry men coming from 

the United Kingdom and Africa. In fact, these figures show that the number of women marrying 

men from the above mentioned country and continent amounts to approximately twice as much 

as the men marrying women with the same or similar nationalities. This was the opposite for 

Maltese men who married women from other European countries and from Asia where the 

figures were almost five times as much and three times as much respectively.  

Moreover, in 2014 Maltese Church weddings between nationals and foreigners amounted to 

53, where 29 spouses were Maltese Catholics and foreign Catholics, 20 were Maltese Catholics 

and non-Catholic Christians while the rest consisted of 4 marriages between Maltese nationals 

and foreign non-Christians (The Malta Independent, 2015). Gozo Church marriages were 

excluded from this statistical data. 

According to Camilleri (1997) Maltese looked at cross-national marriages from a negative 

perspective as in Maltese citizens tend to be ‘conservative one and rich in its religious values’ 

(p. 5). Moreover, Camilleri (1997) mentioned that foreigners are perceived as different by the 

Maltese citizens and this could be because the latter fear that the former’s influence might 

impinge upon the values they strongly hold on to. This was corroborated by the Emigrants’ 
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Commission Director, stating that there are cross-national marriages which have been arranged 

for one of the spouses’ convenience (Abood, 2004). The Emigrants’ Commission Director 

added that he is concerned that this phenomenon might disrupt the high regard towards the 

marital unity that the Maltese so strongly share (Abood, 2004). This concern prevailed along 

the years. To a matter of fact the same Emigrants’ Commission Director shared his concern 

about marriages between Maltese and Arab citizens (Avellino, 1997). Congruent to this, Calleja 

(n. d.) expressed that in Malta the most discriminated are those foreigners coming from Arabic 

countries and from the African continent. It was also stated that the Maltese perceived wealthy 

Arab nationals quite differently from the rest.  

Camilleri’s (1997) portrays that the young cross-national spouses that were interviewed 

reported that as opposed to the foreigners’ families, the Maltese ones were concerned when 

their children announced their relationship with a foreigner, however; the majority of them 

were of support. This was also corroborated in Cassar (2005) whose study mainly focused on 

Maltese who entered a relationship with foreigners coming from Arabic countries. Most of the 

relatives, predominantly the parents were against such relationships due to their preconceived 

ideas about Arabics and also due to the Maltese’s dominant discourse whereby the former are 

viewed as bothering Maltese women, as being involved in shoplifting and their behaviour is 

not considered as appropriate (Calleja, n.d.).  

Though it was depicted that Maltese looked at cross-national marriages from a negative lens, 

according to Camilleri (1997) a cross-national marriage has a higher chance of remaining intact 

when the foreign spouses integrate well in the Maltese society and when these feel accepted. 

Most of the research participants felt they were happy living in Malta however there were few 

who did not feel they belonged in Malta but they opted to reside here as from an economical 

aspect this was more feasible. 
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Moreover, initially most of the Maltese parents whose children were marrying a foreigner were 

contrary to such unions however when they got to know the foreign boyfriend or girlfriend of 

their children for the persons they actually were and not based upon their nationality they 

managed to change their perception and were also very supportive to their children (Cassar, 

2005). 

Local statistical data is annually issued however pertinent and recent research about lasting 

cross-national marriages in Malta is lacking. Therefore, my research may bridge the gap with 

the studies conducted in the past years.  

 

2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has reviewed the most pertinent literature in relation to the aims of this study; 

what makes a cross-national marriage a lasting one. The evolution of cross-national marriages 

and significant terminologies related to this topic were illustrated in the first two sections. A 

general discussion was put forward to portray the challenges encountered and resources that 

enabled spouses to overcome obstacles across different marriages. Lastly, the distress cross-

national spouses face was also delved into so as to better accentuate their resilience and their 

coping strategies. Throughout the literature review, the local context was also portrayed. 

The following chapter describes in detail the research design and the methodological 

framework adopted for this study. Then the research participants are presented and the data 

collection procedure is depicted. 
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will provide a detailed description of the methodological approach chosen for 

exploring the lived experience of cross-national spouses and what makes their marriage a 

lasting one.  Further to this, the rationale behind this choice and the reasons for opting to 

conduct a qualitative research will be also discussed. The data analysis tool will also be 

included in this section. Moreover, an outline of the research participants’ selection criteria, 

instrumentation and data collection methods will be presented. Ethical considerations and 

measures taken to ensure credibility and trustworthiness will also be delved into in this chapter. 

 

3.2 Research Design 

Upon formulating the research question, the next step was to choose the approach that would 

have best answered it (Patton and Cochran, 2002). Hence for the purpose of this research a 

qualitative methodology was deemed as the most appropriate as I was interested in an in depth 

exploration of the cross-national spouses’ stories so as to gain a better understanding of what 

makes their marriage a lasting one. As a qualitative researcher I was more inclined towards 

discovering ‘the richness, texture, and feeling of raw data’ as this approach aims at generating 

insights from the information gathered from the participants (Neuman, 2006, p. 149). 

Furthermore, a qualitative research enabled me to capture realistic dynamics of the cross-

national spouses which could only be portrayed through such a method (Pagett, 1998). 

Consequently, a quantitative approach would have not been appropriate as the results generated 

from this research cannot be easily simplified and reduced to numbers. Additionally, Tayie 

(2005) puts forward that quantitative researchers rely on the fact that ‘human beings are 

basically similar and looks for general categories to summarise their behaviours or feelings (p. 

95). Whereas, qualitative researchers look at the participants’ stories as being different and 
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unique. According to Porter (2002), another strength of qualitative research is that it allows the 

researchers to keep their interpretations as true as possible to the participants’ views and stories. 

Moreover, it is also important to note that qualitative research might not be representative of 

all the cross-national spouses in the Maltese context due to its small sample number and hence 

results cannot be generalised (Patton and Cochran, 2002). 

 

3.3 Methodological Framework 

The methodology chosen for this research study was - Interpretative Phenomenological 

Analysis (IPA). Smith et al., (2009), stated that this research approach aimed at exploring the 

meaning people attribute to their major life experiences.  

In systemic practice the postmodern social constructionist view stated that people attached 

different meanings to their experiences because different people are exposed to different 

experiences and cultures and therefore these influenced the meaning they attached to it 

(Gergen, 1985). Moreover, the social cognition concept is based on the foundation that human 

speech, directly or even indirectly, displayed the differences in the attributed meanings (Fade, 

2004). As opposed to scientific research, according to McLeod (2001), IPA is interested in 

meanings and therefore it aims at discovering and building theories. I chose to make use of this 

framework as I was intrigued in understanding people’s experience of striking life events. 

Whether similar circumstances are perceived as positive by some or negative by others does 

not impinge on the data collected or the purpose of the study. In fact, what was appealing to 

me is the significance attributed to the experience (Smith et al., 2009). I committed myself to 

‘give voice’ to the stories of cross-national spouses and ‘to contextualize and make sense’ of 

their stories from a systemic perspective (Larkin et al., 2006, p. 102). Smith et al., (2009) 

continue by saying that while experiencing these meaningful situations spouses may become 
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aware of them and hence their thoughts can evolve into deeper reflections. In fact, one of the 

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis’ goals is to connect with these reflections. 

Dallos and Draper (2010) explain that one of the main principles of systemic work is to 

contextualize clients as well as the issues brought up by them. This is another element why this 

type of framework was chosen as it allows the researcher to explore the spouses within their 

context and also the meanings they attribute to such context. Moreover, IPA presented the 

researcher with the opportunity to discover facts and occurrences that were unique and that 

have never been presented (Griffiths, 2009). Hence, I as the researcher had to be open minded 

and flexible while conducting the interviews with the cross-national spouses. 

Similarly to the IPA approach I have interviewed a small number of participants, 6 spouses in 

all, and the main methods that were used in the carrying out of the research study were face-

to-face interviews based on a semi-structure interviewing guide with open ended questions in 

order to elicit a deeper comprehension of the spouses’ narratives.  

 

 

3.4 Rationale behind the Research Framework  

As Burck (2005) depicted most of the qualitative research frameworks that originated within 

the social science field are strikingly congruent with systemic research. More so, systemic 

researchers are seen as the most adequate in conducting such researches as they are appreciative 

and able to process the complexities of relationships.   

Following the choice in research topic and the formulation of the research question, the next 

step was to choose which methodology and framework would best fit the research topic.  
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I chose IPA over Grounded Theory and Discourse Analysis as I was drawn towards the 

meaning of the lived experience of the phenomenon of cross national marriages, whereas the 

other frameworks aim at developing an explanatory theory of basic social processes and in 

understanding how people make use of language to create and enact identities and activities 

respectively (Starks and Brown Trinidad, 2007). Starks and Brown Trinidad (2007) further 

discussed that through grounded theory the research will generate theories from the 

participants’ experience, whereas a discourse analysis will identify how different discourses 

influence how identities and relationships are negotiated and constructed. Moreover, my aim 

was not to develop any theories as I was more drawn towards understanding the meaning the 

research participants attribute to what makes their marriages last. As Henwood and Pigeon 

(1996) pointed out the researcher who opts for grounded theory starts off without a pre-existing 

theory, hypotheses or any expectations. In fact this process allows theories to emerge from the 

collected data. Consequently my choice for IPA was instigated by the dominant discourses 

which imply that cross national marriages do not last because of various reasons mainly due to 

differences in cultures and mentalities. On the contrary, these dominant hypotheses enticed me 

to search for more different meanings and understandings of new discourses around lasting 

marriages. On the other hand, IPA was more congruent to my study as through the emerging 

themes I was able to portray the fundamental nature and multiplicity of the cross national 

spouses’ lived experience.  

Similarly to the IPA, narrative analysis strives to understand the context in which events 

happened so as to better grasp the meaning that the research participants attribute to their 

narrative. As Bamberg (2010) stated ‘narrative analysts can place more weight on analysing 

the narrative means; or the intention may be to extrapolate and better understand particular 

experiences’ (p. 4). Once again, IPA was the preferred framework as the former focuses more 

on the aspect of how participants narrate their personal stories. Furthermore, this analysis is 
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about examining ‘how individuals whose experiences are embedded in different languages give 

an account of themselves; in particular whether and how they manage their different senses of 

self’ (Burck, 2005, p. 252).  

 

3.5 Epistemological Reflexivity and Underlying Philosophical Tenets  

After a thorough scrutiny of qualitative frameworks I deemed Interpretative Phenomenological 

Analysis (IPA) as the most suitable for my research. This was due to the fact that through IPA 

I was able to gather in depth meaning making information from the people who are actually 

experiencing the studied phenomenon (Coyle, 2007). Furthermore, as Smith et al. (2012) 

presented, IPA is a blend of phenomenological, hermeneutics and idiographic underpinnings. 

Shinebourne (2011) stated that these underpinnings are what distinguish IPA from other 

epistemological frameworks and research methodologies.  

Smith et al. (2012) reiterated that an IPA researcher is to possess both a phenomenological and 

hermeneutic insight whereby the former enabled me to closely examine the cross national 

spouses’ perception of their lived experience while the latter was all about my interpretation of 

the spouses’ interpretation of what makes their marriage a lasting one. In fact, they reflected 

that ‘without the phenomenology, there would be nothing to interpret; without the 

hermeneutics, the phenomenon would not be seen’ (Smith et al., 2012, p. 37). Additionally, 

IPA’s other commitment is towards idiographic influence whereby I as the researcher was 

interested in the profundity and intensity of the cross national spouses’ lived experience. 

Moreover, I was also interested in understanding what constitutes lasting marriage through the 

research participants’ perception within the Maltese context (Smith et al., 2012).  

Furthermore, Thompson and Zahavi (2007) mentioned the notion proposed by Husserl where 

by the researcher moves away from the dominant discourses and immerses oneself in the 
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research participants’ interpretation of their lived experience. This stance is referred to as 

Epoche’. However IPA acknowledges that the role of the researcher entails a parallel process 

with the research participants where they would be making sense of the meaning they attribute 

to their lasting cross national marriage and simultaneously the former would be also trying to 

make sense of the latter’s lived experience (Smith et al., 2012). They also suggested that the 

IPA researcher manages to combine an empathic with a reflexive stance whereby I had the 

opportunity to reflect about my personal, professional, cultural and contextual aspect vis-à-vis 

my research. Empathy and therapeutic curiosity were two ingredients that allowed me to delve 

deeper into the meaning that cross national spouses attribute to their lasting marriage. As Smith 

et al., (2012) explained this allowed me to portray the uniqueness of the interviewees’ lived 

experience; ‘what the experience for this person is like and what sense this particular person is 

making’ (p. 3).  

 

3.6 Research Participants 

The research participants were recruited through purposive sampling. At the time when I was 

considering this research topic I only knew 3 married cross-national spouses as the rest were 

all separated.  Hence, colleagues and friends who knew about the chosen topic were gently 

offering me contacts of Maltese individuals who were married to foreigners. Furthermore, I 

posted an advert on a social media network with the intention of recruiting more participants. 

This in fact provided me with more research participants whereby my personal contacts 

approached their relatives or friends who were willing to participate in my research.   

Purposive sampling was chosen as a method of recruiting participants due to its congruency to 

the methodological framework adopted, Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis. As 

Merriam (2009) described it this sampling method ‘is based on the assumption that the 
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investigator wants to discover, understand, and gain insight’ (p. 77). In fact, Smith and Osborne 

(2008) emphasised that purposive sampling is most appropriate where researchers are 

interested in exploring in depth experiences as it makes it possible to pinpoint differences and 

similarities across the participants. Cross-national spouses are considered as the experts of their 

stories and the questions posed to them during the interviews allowed for an in depth 

understanding and exploration of what makes their marriage a lasting one (Patton, 2002). 

Interviews were conducted with 6 heterosexual spouses who have been married for 10 years or 

more and have spent their married life in Malta. This age mark is frequently used as an indicator 

in demographic studies (Kreider, 2000). Kreider (2005) justified this age mark by explaining 

that American marriages end after 8 years  

The research participants consisted of Maltese men and females who have been married to a 

foreign partner for at least the past ten years. I interviewed six spouses in all, of which three 

were Maltese wives and three were Maltese husbands. The issue of gender seems to be 

interrelated to marriage dissolution especially in white-female cross-national marriages 

(Bratter and King, 2008) and hence as a researcher I aimed at having a balance between the 

gender of the Maltese participants so as to observe whether the issue of gender was similar or 

different within the Maltese context.  

Recruiting the research participant was not as simple as I thought it would be. The major 

difficulty encountered was in finding Maltese males who were married to foreigners. It maybe 

because males might be less prone to talk about their experience compared to their female 

counterparts. In fact, it was easier to recruit Maltese women married to foreign men. 

Notwithstanding such a fact, it should be noted that once initial contact with the research 

participants was made most of the wives were doubtful about their husband’s consent to 

participate in the interview. The wives were concerned that their husbands would feel 
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uncomfortable to talk about their married life. This may resonate with my assumption that 

males may feel less comfortable to talk about their experience especially with another female.  

 

3.7 Data Collection 

 

3.7.1 Semi Structured Interviews 

In depth semi-structured interviews with open ended questions were the main means of data 

collection in this research. According to Wengraf (2001), semi-structured interviews comprise 

of a set of questions that would have been prepared prior to the interview. The questions, being 

‘sufficiently open’, aimed at allowing cross-national spouses to elaborate further into their 

narratives about what makes their marriage a lasting one (p. 5). 

The scope behind such choice was also to gather as much information as possible and to elicit 

a deeper understanding of the meanings cross-national spouses attribute to their lived 

experience. In order to remain true to the meanings of the cross-national spouses it was 

important to contextualise the experiences of the research participants so as to grasp a better 

understanding of how these meanings evolved or changed over the span of time (Smith and 

Osborn, 2007). In fact, Dallos and Vetere (2005) stated that the interview is a common tool for 

data collection in the field of psychotherapy as it allows the researcher to delve further in the 

cross-national spouses’ perspectives within their various contexts and relationships. 

Simultaneously these two authors put forward possible risks and pitfalls that this research tool 

might bring about. They argued that researchers might fall in the trap of losing focus and end 

up having formal conversations with the research participants (Dallos and Vetere, 2005). Apart 

from having formulated a semi-structured interview guide which enabled me to remain focused 

I also adopted a curious stance so as to counterbalance for this risk. 
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Furthermore, as the researcher I felt more inclined towards choosing this data collection tool 

as it enabled me to be more structured but at the same time I could also be flexible. When 

unforeseen issues and dynamics emerged I felt I could delve further and gain more insight 

which eventually resulted in fruitful findings (Dallos and Vetere, 2005). This also enabled me 

to create a positive rapport with the cross-national spouses interviewed and I strongly believed 

that this was what helped them to feel at ease while narrating personal stories (Dallos and 

Vetere, 2005). 

I opted for these type of questions on the premise that these gave leeway to the cross-national 

spouses to elaborate on issues which they deem to be most important to them rather than 

limiting them with a structured and closed ended framework. The questions I posed to the 

spouses were written in a clear manner so as to avoid any ambiguities (Rubin and Babbie, 

2001). As a researcher I attempted to adopt an open and curious stance so as to refrain from 

making any assumptions. Additionally, during the interview I listened attentively to the 

spouses’ stories, probe to enable in depth conversations and adopted an empathic stance 

throughout the entire interview (Schmuck, 2006).      

 

3.7.2 Interview Content 

The interview guide supported me to keep focus upon the interested research area. The 

interview guide was divided into three sections. The way questions were structured in the first 

section gave me the opportunity to collect data related to spouses’ personal information and 

demographic data, which can also be depicted in the genogram drawn. Other questions in the 

second section were targeted to help me understand what meaning these spouses attribute to 

their lived experience of a cross-national marriage. While the last set of questions were 
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specifically aimed at addressing the main research question: ‘What is that makes cross-national 

marriages last?’  

 

3.7.3 Pilot Interview 

A pilot interview allows researchers to test for any ‘flaws, limitations, or other weaknesses’ 

(Turner, 2010, p. 757). My decision to run a pilot interview was based upon my previous 

experiences of research as upon further reflection I feel I lacked confidence mostly during the 

first interview. More so, according to Kvale (2007) this process will enable the researcher to 

make the necessary amendments to the interview guide prior to the actual interviews. 

Additionally, I became aware that initial interviews generated further questions or even more 

positioned me to ask the same questions differently (Gillham, 2000). Though, during the pilot 

interview I felt there was no need for any amendments I realised that I needed to be more 

flexible and ask further questions pertinent to the emerging themes. Such questions varied 

according to the spouses I was interviewing. Moreover, in retrospect, I feel that when 

comparing the pilot-interview to the other interviews it was as if I was following a script while 

during the latter I felt more confident to ask other questions that right there seemed relevant to 

my research. In fact, during the pilot-interview I was able to identify which questions might 

need further probing however during the actual interviews I realised that probing and 

prompting varied according to the spouses interviewed. 

Furthermore, Turner (2010) suggested that a pilot study is to be carried out with participants 

who more or less have similar characteristics to the research participants. In fact, I have 

interviewed a cross-national couple whereby the husband was of Maltese nationality while the 

wife was a foreigner. The only difference that there was in this cross-national couple was that 

they have been married for less than 10 years but have lived together for more than 10 years.  
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Also as Hammersley (1993) stated the pilot interview enabled me to assess the extent of my 

biases upon the outcome of the interview. I could notice that it was easier for me to connect 

and understand the Maltese spouse as we shared a similar culture. Being aware of this dynamic 

allowed me to be more interested in understanding the foreigner spouse in the actual interviews.  

 

3.7.4 Joint Interviews 

All the interviews were carried out together with the participants as a couple. Dallos and Vetere 

(2005) reiterated that an advantage of interviewing couples jointly, is that the researcher is able 

to take note of any observations made throughout the interview in relation to the cross-national 

spouses’ dynamics and interactions which can also be referred to later on in the data analysis. 

Furthermore, Bjornholt and Farstad (2014) added that couple interviews can shed light upon 

their communication patterns and any gender difference which would not be obtained from one 

to one interviews. Apart from this, joint interviews allowed the cross-national spouses to 

corroborate each other’s stories (Valentine, 1999), while instilling the exploration of a 

consensual perspective of the way that both individuals understand their lived experience 

(Dallos and Vetere, 2005, p.184). Valentine (1999) explained that an interview between 

spouses may be more realistic as one spouse’s beliefs and narrative might be challenged by the 

other spouse and consequently altered.  

On the other side of the spectrum, in Bjornholt and Farstad (2014) stated that those who are 

sceptic about the effectiveness of joint couple interviews state that interviews with individuals 

‘bring the researcher closer to the unencumbered voice of the interviewee (p. 4). It may also be 

the case that during individual interviews participants feel safe to reveal sensitive issues 

however when dyads are formed this safety and comfort is no longer felt. Nonetheless, 

Bjornholt and Farstad (2014) argue that when spouses are interviewed jointly they have ‘more 
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control over their common story’ and hence issues of consent are minimised (Bjornholt and 

Farstad, 2014, p. 6). 

 

3.8 Data Analysis 

The analysis of the data collected from the interviews was processed in various stages. I listened 

to the interviews’ recordings and then transcribed them so as to avoid missing any important 

data. This phase enabled me to better understand the cross-national spouses’ lived experiences 

and the meaning they have attributed to their stories as well as emanate reflexive 

thoughts/reflections. In fact, the transcript document consisted of three columns; the emergent 

were grouped in the left column, the transcript of the interviews in the middle column and lastly 

my reflections were jotted down in right column. 

Following this stage, I organised all the responses given by the research participants and 

grouped them into themes. I examined the content and language used by the research 

participants and noted other important facts. Cautiousness enabled me to understand the cross-

national spouses’ meaning through their experience rather than through my biases.  

Subsequently, I listed the identified themes into clusters. Willig (2008) stated that Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis allowed the researcher ‘to identify themes and integrate them into 

meaningful clusters, first within and then across cases’ (p. 57). After going through the entire 

data I highlighted emerging patterns and connections and grouped them into themes and sub-

themes. 

 

3.9 Reflexivity 
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It is strongly suggested that throughout the entire process of the research, researchers are to 

reflect thoroughly on their biases and experiences as these are moulded by one’s cultural 

prevailing values (Dallos and Vetere, 2005). Consequently, I reflected upon my personal and 

family narratives and scripts and how these experiences generated further interest in this topic. 

Furthermore, the presentation of the data in the following chapter will be analysed and 

interpreted by me and therefore it is even more crucial that I am aware of my assumptions and 

expectations so as to ‘look at how these are constructed within the wider reality’ (Dallos and 

Vetere, 2005, p. 19).  

Similarly, Willig (2008) encouraged the researchers to be fully aware of their own biases and 

meanings as both the theoretical and personal aspect of the researcher influence the process of 

a qualitative research. Willig (2008) explained this process as the ‘personal reflexivity’ and the 

‘epistemological reflexivity’ where I as the researcher embark in a reflexive process so as to 

be in touch with my biases and my meanings (p. 18). Simultaneously, Willig (2008) added that 

it is impossible for a researcher to maintain a complete subjective position as I feel I am totally 

immersed in the subject I am studying; lasting marriages of cross-national spouses. Likewise, 

Flick (2002) acknowledges that ‘the subjectivities of the researcher and of those being studied 

are part of the researcher process’ (p. 6).   

Throughout the entire process of this research I recorded my own reflections and also discussed 

them with my tutor. During the supervision sessions I had the opportunity to discuss sensitive 

issues that the cross-national spouses’ lived experiences had triggered in me. Together with my 

tutor I also discussed my values and the dominant voices that have shaped perceptions towards 

cross-national marriages. Making sense and generating new meanings made it possible for me 

to better interpret my own experiences as well as the research participants’ (Crotty, 1998). 

Also, these sessions enabled me to develop a coherent interpretation of my interactions with 
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the cross-national spouses and to generate further understanding about any therapeutic and 

distressing interventions and the affects these had upon the research participants and  on me 

(Sammut-Scerri et al., 2012). Additionally, these measures enabled me to maintain objectivity, 

to acknowledge the effects of my subjectivity and finally to remain true to the cross-national 

spouses’ lived experience of a lasting marriage while supporting them during distressful 

episodes throughout the interviews. 

Etherington (2004) referred to reflexivity in research as on going and dynamic and in fact I 

have been taking notes of my reflections throughout my research. Reflections were even further 

intensified when I was reading about the subject, during the interviews and mostly throughout 

the analysis of the data collected from the cross-national spouses. This was also corroborated 

in Crotty (1998) who stated that assumptions and discourses that have shaped the meanings I 

have attributed are reflected throughout all the stages of the research; the research question, the 

aims of the study, the methodology chosen and the analysis and interpretation of the data. 

Additionally, Hertz (1997) stated that researchers are operating from different levels at the 

same time as they engulf in a reflexive process and at the same time maintain a here and now 

stance. Hertz (1997) affirmed that a reflexive researcher is to move beyond from just presenting 

the data collected from the cross-national spouses. Besides, I sought to reflect further and 

analyse how I constructed my interpretations vis-à-vis my personal and work experiences. 

It is suggested that researchers should be sensitive to culture and gender issues (Cloke et al., 

2000). They added that transparency and open communication about research’s decisions with 

the cross-national spouses is highly essential. As a researcher I decided to be transparent with 

the research participants whereby at the end of the interview I delved into my inclination to 

conduct this research. I opted to reflect upon this matter with the cross-national spouses at the 

end of their interview so that their responses would not be influenced by my biases and 
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meanings. Furthermore, transparency and openness ensured the researcher’s ethical position 

towards the research participants was maintained.  

 

3.9.1 Reflective Journal 

 Right from the initial stages of this research, I kept a journal with my reflections, thoughts and 

biases on the area of research being studied. In fact Dallos and Vetere (2005) recommended 

that qualitative researchers are to take record of their reflections so as to be able to analyse their 

process of self-reflexivity. The purpose of this reflective journal was maintained throughout 

the entire process of the research whereby I took note of my personal ‘thoughts and reactions, 

research decisions, theoretical linkings and connections with clinical practice and comments 

and consultation and supervision’ (Dallos and Vetere, 2005, p.208). This journal provided me 

with the possibility of reflecting upon my positioning as a researcher, my family and work 

experience and my discussions with the tutor during the allocated meetings. Additionally, as 

suggested by Frosh et al., (2002) I reflected about my experience as an interviewer; my 

difficulties, my feelings and any striking instance.  

Dallos and Vetere (2005) suggested that researchers should also highlight the emerging themes 

from the reflective journal with the intention of generating further insight about our 

predispositions towards ‘clinical experiences, our reliance on some theoretical ideas over 

others, our wish for positive outcomes and any tendency to underplay disconfirmatory 

instances in the data and in the findings’ (p. 208). As a matter of fact, this reflective journal 

contained my reflections about lasting cross-national marriages and references were made to 

my own family experiences and also to my working settings where I encounter foreign women 

who got married to Maltese men whose marriage was in the separation phase mainly due to the 

domestic violence experienced.  
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3.10 Credibility and Trustworthiness  

As already mentioned in previous sections the findings of this research are of qualitative sort 

and hence due it the small number of participants and the uniqueness and complexity of their 

lived experiences the results cannot be generalised to all cross-national spouses living in Malta 

whose marriage is a lasting one. Additionally, I interpreted the data gathered from the 

interviews and therefore the results are subject to my own biases and informed by the way I 

interpret the experience of cross-national marriages. For instance I discussed the emerging 

themes with my tutor and I also requested a colleague of mine to cross-analyse the data 

collected. This resulted in a research which is more rigorous as it would not be based only upon 

my interpretations (Pereira, 2012). 

Even though the methodology chosen was not quantifiable data which cannot be generalised, 

a qualitative research still provided a thorough understanding of the cross-national spouses’ 

lived experience and made justice to their stories’ richness and uniqueness (McLeod, 2001). 

For credibility to be ensured I took into consideration various methodological frameworks and 

epistemological positions however the ones chosen were deemed to be the most appropriate 

and adequate for this research.  

Sprenkle and Piercy (2005) suggested that in order to ensure validity, while analysing the data 

the researcher is to keep on visualising the data collected while remaining connected to the 

lived experience of the cross-national spouses. Also, my tutor acted as a reviewer in order to 

ensure validity. Validity was further ensured through the inclusion of verbatim text in the 

findings’ chapter in order to stay true to the experiences of the cross-national spouses.  

Furthermore, trustworthiness can be guaranteed if researchers demonstrate the ability to 

understand the lived experiences of the research participants while keeping their context in 
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perspective (Morrow, 2005). This has helped me to maintain a curious and open stance 

throughout the interviews and further discussions with my tutor enabled me to generate 

reflections related to my biases, values, family’s narratives and scripts vis-à-vis lasting cross-

national marriages.  

 

 

3.11 Ethical Considerations 

Ethical considerations were kept at the forefront of this research in order to safeguard  the 

participants. This study was approved by the Malta Research Ethics Committee of the IFT-

Malta. 

I explained the aims of this research in writing when I sent the participation letter to the 

participants. Also, prior to the commencement of the interview, I verbally explained the aims 

of this research. Additionally, I reminded them that the interviews held with them would be 

recorded and later transcribed. I explained to them that the transcripts would be cross-analysed 

by my tutor and other colleagues so as to ensure validity. I read the consent form and prior to 

signing, I addressed any arising difficulties and queries. The participants were informed that 

they had a right to withdraw from the research any time during its course. Additionally, the 

research participants were given the opportunity to voice any negative remarks or complaints 

to the IFT-Malta’s Director. All complaints would be given a fair hearing and investigation 

would be carried out when necessary. 

Moreover, the interviews were conducted at the interviewees’ most convenient meeting place 

however confidentiality and safety were taken into consideration. Participants were not given 

any remuneration and their participation was on a voluntary basis. Nonetheless, I have given 
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them a small token that demonstrated my appreciation for the time they have dedicated in 

making my research possible. 

Confidentiality was guaranteed throughout all the phases of this research. The participants were 

informed about confidentiality and its limitations. They were also informed that as a researcher 

I would be holding discussions with my tutor in relation to the data collected from these 

interviews; however I reassured them that I would safeguard their names and personal details 

were not going to be exposed by using fictitious names or initials to represent the participants. 

Throughout all the interviews that were carried out I attempted to be as sensitive and tentative 

as possible in order to ensure a comfortable and safe environment. In addition to this, I offered 

the spouses my support through validation and containment. Gender sensitivity was sought so 

that equal value was given to both male and female participants (Leduc, 2009). The research 

participants were chosen irrespective of age, race, religion, gender, and disability.  

The research data was stored in a secure devise of my possession and saved until the research 

was corrected and approved. This data was securely backed up and password protected on 

another device. Subsequently, electronic data will be deleted and any written material will be 

shredded. Furthermore, I shall only avail myself to this data for the purpose of the research as 

agreed with the participants. Moreover, the research participants were informed about the 

option of being provided with a copy of the research upon its completion.  

Upon discussion with my tutor and Chairperson of IFT-Malta have made the necessary 

arrangements whereby research participants would be referred to the Institute of Family 

Therapy for appropriate intervention in case any of the spouses revealed any signs of distress.  
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3.12 Conclusion 

This chapter aimed at depicting a detailed explanation of the research methodology and design 

used in this research. It focused on providing the rationale behind this methodology, the 

adopted methodological framework, information about the research participants and the ethical 

consideration that were taken to make this research credible and trustworthy. In the next chapter 

the findings from the interviews held with the cross-national spouses will be presented. 
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FINDINGS 
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4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will present the findings from the interviews conducted with cross-national 

spouses whose marriage is a lasting one. It will start by providing the demographic information 

of participating couples.  

 

4.2 Research Participants 

The research sample entailed 6 cross-national heterosexual spouses who have been married for 

10 years or more and have spent their married life in Malta. The table below presents a 

description of the research participants’ demographic data.  

 

4.2.1 Description of the Research Participants’ Demographic Data  

Each table (Table 2 – 6) represents the demographic data of the cross-national spouses 

interviewed in this research; ages of research participants, their nationality, the country where 

they met, the number of years of their relationship prior to marriage and the number of years 

of their marriage. Further information will be also included such as the spouses’ religious 

beliefs and the number of children, their gender and age.  
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Table 2: The Demographic Data of Ruth and Luke 

 Ruth Luke 

Age 37 years 41 years 

Origin Maltese Italian 

Meeting Place They met in Malta while Luke was studying 

Religion Roman Catholic Roman Catholic 

Years of Courtship 2 years 

Years of Marriage 16 years 

Children  2 boys aged 14 and 7 respectively  

 

Table 3: The Demographic Data of Lara and Aaron 

 Lara Aaron 

Age 37 years 41 years 

Origin Maltese Nigerian 

Meeting Place They met in Malta as Aaron was already living and working 

in this country 

Religion Roman Catholic Christian 

Years of Courtship 3 years 

Years of Marriage 12 years 

Children  2 children; 1 boy and 1 girl aged 8 and 7 respectively  
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Table 4: The Demographic Data of Melanie and Glen 

 Melanie Glen 

Age 40 years 38 years 

Origin Maltese Guatemalan 

Meeting Place They met in Guatemala while Melanie was doing voluntary 

work 

Religion Roman Catholic Roman Catholic 

Years of Courtship 2 years 

Years of Marriage 15 years 

Children  2 girls aged 9 and 4 respectively  

 

Table 5: The Demographic Data of Deborah and Yandrick 

 Deborah Yandrick 

Age 41 years 40 years 

Origin Candian Maltese 

Meeting Place They met in Malta as Deborah was already living here 

Religion Roman Catholic Roman Catholic 

Years of Courtship 4 years 

Years of Marriage 13 years 

Children  1 girl aged 9  
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Table 6: The Demographic Data of Fleur and Lawrence 

 Fleur Lawrence 

Age 47 years 63 years 

Origin Dutch Maltese 

Meeting Place They met in Gozo while Fleur was visiting a friend 

Religion Roman Catholic Roman Catholic 

Years of Courtship 2 years 

Years of Marriage 19 years 

Children  2 children; 1 boy and 1 girl aged 18 and 15 respectively 

 

Table 7: The Demographic Data of Maia and Benjamin 

 Maia Benjamin 

Age 37 years 35 years 

Origin French Maltese 

Meeting Place They met in Ireland while both were gaining work 

experience 

Religion Roman Catholic Roman Catholic 

Years of Courtship 3 years 

Years of Marriage 19 years 

Children  2 children; 1 boy and 1 girl aged 12 and 8 respectively 
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4.3 Emerging Themes 

The themes that emerged from the interviews conducted with the cross-national spouses were 

ultimately clustered into super-ordinate themes. The following tables will portray the emerging 

themes while in the forthcoming paragraphs these themes will be delved into further detail.  

Table 8: Super-ordinate Themes and Constituent Themes 

 

The findings presented in this chapter are substantiated by direct excerpts from the interviews 

conducted with the research participants. For a more thorough understanding of the excerpts a 

Super-ordinate Themes Constituent Themes 

Forces of attraction that 

connects the cross-national 

spouses 

 The attraction of spouses to people coming from a 

different country   

 Personal characteristics of the cross-national 

spouses 

 

Embracing the other spouse’s 

culture supported the cross-

national marital relationship 

 Discussing the choice of the country of residence  

 ‘Where do we belong?’ Adapting to the country of 

residence 

 Validating the losses experienced by the foreign 

spouse 

 

The importance of 

understanding the Maltese 

Culture  

 Protecting the cross-national marital relationship 

from cultural aspects 

 The need of cross-national spouses in establishing 

boundaries   

 

The cross-national spouses’ 

commitment towards their 

marital relationship 
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table with the description of the notations taken in the transcript will be portrayed in the 

Appendices (See Appendix 5).  

 

4.3.1 Forces of attraction that connects the cross-national spouses 

One of the initial questions of the interview guide entailed delving deeper in what attracted 

these spouses to each other. The cross-national spouses’ answers reflected that what had 

attracted them to each other in the past was somehow still connecting them till the present day. 

Tough these questions served as an ice-breaker it allowed me to observe the cross-national 

spouse and how they spoke about their first encounters and what attracted them to each other. 

The cross-national spouses were looking intensely at each other and were smiling at the 

memory of their first encounters. 

4.3.1.1 The attraction of spouses to people coming from a different 

country   

 

In four of the five interviews conducted with lasting cross-national spouses it emerged that that 

they experienced a strong attraction to difference. They commented that they were intrigued 

by their spouses’ difference country of origin, language and mentalities. Some of them felt this 

experience provoked excitement and a feeling of adventure. Additionally some felt that this 

attraction maintained their connection. 

In fact, Ruth stated: 

mmm… maybe because he was Italian… cause I always got attracted to 

Italian boys… that was the main thing (Int. 1, p. 2, l. 21-22). 

 

Whereas, Melanie expressed: 
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 [ ] I also think that the excitement of a different country… it was what 

triggered my curiosity… which is still on… sometimes I am still perplexed 

that I have met him… from far away (Int. 3, p. 1, l. 24-25).  

 

Moreover, Lawrence stated that since a young age he was attracted to foreigners due to their 

different mentalities:  

I for myself… I always… [ ] wanted foreigners… [ ] I didn’t like the… [ ] 

way of living the Maltese live… I want people more liberal… how she is… 

(Int. 5, p. 1, l. 22-30). 

 

As similar to Melanie, Fleur stated that it all started as an adventure: 

I think it started more like an adventure… even from my side… I mean I 

came here to visit a friend [ ]… I was meant for him (Int. 5, p. 2, l. 27-29).  

 

She also commented: 

We are opposites… we’re very opposites in everything [ ] He was very 

much like lively and outgoing… I am more serious and at the same time he 

is more kind and me I am a bit of a bitch (smiling) I mean we are totally 

opposites I think… (Int. 5, p. 4, l. 15-20).  

But something different always attracts me… (Int. 5, p. 29, l. 5). 

 

In addition to this Maia stated: 

“At first you know when you’re in your twenties it’s something nice… a 

different language… obviously when you start going out of your country 

and meet different people… you love it… you just crave this 

difference”(Int. 6, p. 3, l. 28-31).  
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4.3.1.2 Personal characteristics of the cross-national spouses 

 

Apart from their differences these spouses also mentioned that there were other characteristics 

that attracted them to each other which eventually held them closer even more. Some 

highlighted that they were drawn to their spouse by a physical characteristic. However in all 

the interviews conducted all the spouses mentioned other traits that goes beyond one’s exterior 

look. 

Luke highlighted his wife’s most appealing physical characteristic: 

The thing that attracted me most was her curly hair… it’s part of our 

wedding contract not to cut her hair short (smiling) (Int. 1, p. 2, l. 21-22).  

 

Whereas Aaron stated that he was mostly attracted to his wife’s caring approach, a personal 

characteristic which she still possesses:  

What attracted me to my wife was that she really cared… [ ] she cares 

about me… she cares for me and for us… (Int. 2, p. 2, l. 21).  

 

Further to this, his spouse, Lara commented that she felt drawn to him by his sense of certainty: 

What attracted me to him? [ ] I think it’s… he knew what he wanted… [ ] 

with him there was no beating about the bushes (Int. 2, p. 3, l. 11-13). 

 

Moreover, Melanie expressed that she got attracted to her husband by the way he spoke and 

behaved: 

The way he spoke and behaved… [ ] his values… which are still very much 

similar… instantly I got attracted… (Int. 3, p. 1, l. 17-19). 

 

When I posed the same question to Glen he replied: 
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I got struck be her… as a woman… the moment I saw her… (Int. 3, p. 1, 

27-28).  

[ ] maybe also because we share similar values (Int. 3, p. 2, l. 3). 

 

In another interview Deborah stated that what attracted her most to her husband way back 

when she first saw him was: 

Originally it was his look… [ ] and the way he called my name… he called 

me [ ] people do not call me [ ] the first time they see me… but they call 

me [ ] and he is quiet which is good… (Int. 4, p. 2, l. 13-16). 

 

While Yandrick added: 

What did I see? The expression of your eyes (Int. 4, p. 2, l. 17). 

Further to this during another interview, Lawrence said: 

Her being very liberal I think… (Int. 5, p. 2, l. 25). 

 

While his spouse, Fleur added: 

It was him… he was very kind… he has the same character as my brother 

more or less… so it was something… I found familiar (Int. 5, p. 4, l. 9-10). 

 

Additionally, Benjamin commented:  

Then I liked her laid-back approach which I find quite cool… (Int. 6, p. 2, 

l. 5-6). 

Maia responded: 

I find him beautiful (smiling) but… yes I find him beautiful but didn’t 

think… [ ] no very good looking but out of my league… out of my league 

you know… so we were really good friends at first and we got on well (Int. 

6, p. 2, l. 8-12).   
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4.3.2 Embracing the other spouse’s culture supported the cross-national 

marital relationship 

Some of the cross-national spouses reflected about the importance of respecting their spouse’s 

culture. They also added that imposing one’s culture upon their spouse would be detrimental 

to their marriage. When spouses respected each other’s cultural differences they felt open to 

learn from other cultures and were pleased to see the world from different perspectives.  

In fact Aaron stated: 

That’s where we are today… because I try to learn about her own culture 

and she tries to learn about my own culture (Int. 2, p. 3, l. 2-3). 

You have to blend it together… I am from Nigeria and she is Maltese… I 

have to blend Maltese and Nigeria together… that’s why we are here 

today… (Int. 2, p. 3, l. 2-3). 

 

Melanie stated that her openness to a different culture enabled her to see how her husband lived 

his life differently: 

I could see a different picture… how to live differently… it doesn’t mean that 

having the same culture is a bad thing… but a benefit of having different 

cultures is that you learn from him (Int. 3, p. 8, l. 1-3). 

 

Also Glen confirmed that similarly to his wife he respects her culture and never felt he had to 

impose any cultural values on his wife: 

I think I have great respect towards her and towards her culture… [ ] I 

never imposed my culture on her… (Int. 3, p. 18, l. 5-7). 

 

Additionally, Maia commented about the importance of respecting the culture of the other 

spouse:   

It’s very important to respect each other’s country (Int. 6, p. 24, l. 28). 
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4.3.2.1 Discussing the choice of the country of residence  

This theme emerged from every interview. Cross-national spouses strongly stated that the 

choice of the country of residence was very important to be discussed prior to the actual 

marriage, otherwise it could be detrimental to the marriage. Cross-national spouses stated that 

they know several cross-national spouses who separated because they had never seriously 

discussed about the country of residence. 

In fact Luke: 

so they need to consider where they are going to stay together… that’s the 

most important thing otherwise no relationship will last… (Int. 1, p. 16, l. 28-

30,). 

 

Further to this Glen stated: 

the problem is that it’s like you have one foot here and one foot there… the 

problem is not that you have to forget your country but you have to make the 

best of it… the best of being here… [ ] you feel your roots are here… you 

cannot let one foot here and one foot there… or else you won’t be happy… if 

you’re here you have to make the best of it… (Int. 3, p. 20, l. 12-19). 

 

Also Deborah mentioned: 

but I think most of the time with cross-nationals the problem is with the 

foreign one if they are not happy here and they want to go abroad they want 

to go back and the other one doesn’t… that’s a problem… (Int. 4, p. 19, l. 6-

10). 

 

During the end of the interview Deborah added that it is very important to discuss 

about which country will be opted for as the spouses’ residence before the actual 

marriage: 
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I think they have to make sure about the country issue… [ ] I think if you 

really have that thing to go back to your country I think you should lay it on 

the table from the beginning… because it is not fair… you will end up with a 

lot of resentment… (Int. 4, p. 20, l. 17-23). 

 

4.3.2.2 ‘Where do we belong?’ Adapting to the country of residence 
 

Some spouses brought up the theme of belonging. Half of the cross-national spouses stated that 

they feel their home is Malta while the rest uttered that they neither belong in Malta nor in their 

country of origin. Yet, what helped them to adapt to Malta is the fact that are making the best 

out of this experience. Moreover, the latter are still with the idea of moving to another country 

if an opportunity is presented.  

Luke stated that he considers settling in another country, not even his home country: 

I can’t complain but till 2002/2003 I was more of the idea of going back home 

but now I am rather of the idea of going somewhere else rather than home 

(Int. 1, p. 6, l. 6-8).  

 

Whereas, Aaron and Lara stated that now they feel settled in Malta even though they 

had considered moving to another country: 

Aaron: we never spoke about going to Nigeria… we spoke about maybe going 

somewhere else 

Lara: We actually spoke about going to Australia or Canada  

Aaron: yes we spoke about going to Australia and Canada… [ ] it’s just that 

here we settled 

Lara: yes here we have settled… 

(Int. 2, p. 14, l. 5-10). 

 

In the case of Glen and Melanie they commented that momentarily they feel they belong in 

Malta however they do not exclude settling somewhere else. 
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Melanie: [ ] this is our home… the fact that when we were in Guatemala we 

used to say ‘we can’t wait to go back home’… we used to miss our home… 

and it was there that we truly realised that we feel we belong here… not 

because we wanted to come back immediately… but you think about your 

home… [ ] I think that where you are you have to make it your home… it’s 

useless that you keep on saying ‘what if I am there?’ or ‘in this country we 

don’t do this’… you have to accept it… now we are here (Int. 3, p. 20, l. 20-

31). 

Melanie: [ ] time passed by since we had started considering ourselves as 

Maltese… and then he got the citizenship 

Glen: and then when our daughter was born 

Melanie: yes then when we had the children… it was then we felt our roots 

were here… that what kept us here but there was a time when we were like 

on and off… we used to say ‘Shall we go there? Do you remember?’ [ ] right 

now we say we’re here but it might not be forever (Int. 3, p. 6, l. 16-25). 

 

While Deborah strongly considers Malta as her home country: 

I don’t say anything about Canada because I am from there… and I was 

always happy at that time… but now I don’t see myself living there now… 

(Int. 4, p. 8, l. 10-12). 

 

Similarly to Deborah, Fleur stated: 

It was very difficult in the beginning… I am getting used to now… I don’t 

think… I’ll be able to live back home now… (Int. 5, p. 16, l. 16-18). 

 

While Benjamin and Maia stated that for now Malta feels as home yet they do not exclude to 

move somewhere else if an opportunity comes up: 

Benjamin: We have always thought of moving but at that time we are here 

now and had to find a way how to make the best out of Malta (Int. 6, p. 10, l. 

1-2). 

Benjamin: and then sort of found it quite comfortable living here [ ] and then 

we said so this is our base and whenever we need to move we move… it 

doesn’t have to be a for a long period [ ] yes still in the back of our minds we 

have that idea of giving the kids a different experience [ ] yes at least there 
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is that thing but we still would like to try it out… living abroad (Int. 6, p. 11, 

l., 2-19). 
 

4.3.2.3 Understanding the losses experienced by the foreign spouse 

Almost all the foreign spouses commented on what they had left behind when they decided to 

live in Malta. Some mentioned families and relatives and expressed their need to go on holiday 

to visit them and spend time with them. Moreover, there were others who made reference to 

their better and well-paid job back in their country of origin whereas here in Malta they either 

struggled to find employment for instance due to racial discrimination or else had to work 

harder than the locals so as to prove themselves. During the interviews conducted with cross-

national couples there were instances where the local spouse showed understanding of his/her 

spouse’s feelings of loss.  

Moreover, Melanie emotionally stated: 

[ ] he is kind hearted… generous… very generous… first of all he gave up 

everything to come here… and that I always appreciate [ ] (Int.3, p. 2, l. 16-

18). 

[ ] for instance at times I worry… I’d ask myself how he would be feeling 

here! (Int. 3, p. 3, l. 4-5).  

Her husband, Glen continued by saying: 

I was better off in my country… and she knows that (Int. 3, p. 4, l. 6). 

 

In fact, his wife replied: 

He was much better there than here… (Int. 3, p. 4, l. 8). 

 

Further on, Yandrick acknowledged his wife’s wish to go for a holiday to her country of origin: 
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I am sure she wants to go on holiday in Canada and obviously I am not 

going to say no… (Int. 4, p. 20, l. 6-7).   

 

Also, Lawrence stated: 

Yeah… it was not easy… it was not easy for her… it was a very very big 

decision because… she had a good work [ ] (Int. 5, p. 6, l. 8-9).  

She had a mortgage on the house… She had to give up everything… family 

[ ] (Int. 5, p. 6, l. 17-18). 

 

Lawrence acknowledges his wife’s adapting mechanisms: 

But… in Malta… she adapted to here… with all its mess… with all its mess 

(Int. 5, p. 17, l. 26). 

When we used to come back from Holland… after a holiday… she would 

think ‘Oh my God!’ [ ] but she got used to it (Int. 5, p. 18, l. 2-7). 

 

Also Lawrence is still perplexed as to how his wife is living in Malta: 

But for myself… I still think how is she living here? Why is she living here? 

[ ] but I look at her sometimes and… I say my God what a difference in life 

she would have had there… in the culture of the… and the difference in 

culture here and I say how come she has adapted here because there is a 

total difference here (Int. 5, p. 28, l. 27-33). 

 

During the interview, Benjamin made sure to validate his wife’s efforts of adaptation in a 

country where she had nothing: 

[ ] … but she didn’t have friends here and that’s one thing I wants to say [ 

] (Int. 6, p. 9, l. 12-13). 

When she came in Malta… you started off with no friends… I tried to 

immerse her in my friends’ group but it was difficult (Int. 6, p. 9, l. 16-17). 
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He emphasised: 

I also think the one coming to Malta… of course not everything is good in 

Malta [ ] it would be so tough for the person coming over… [ ] I am aware 

that she had made an effort to come here… [ ] the price is higher for the 

one coming over and that is why the national person has to be… [ ] … but 

then you appreciate (Int. 6, p. 25, l. 6-23).  

 

 

4.3.3 The importance of understanding the Maltese Culture 

Throughout the interviews some of the cross-national spouses stated that when they came living 

here they experienced a cultural shock as the Maltese culture was very much different than the 

culture they were used to in their country of origin. As time passed by the foreign spouses were 

generating further understanding of the Maltese culture which eventually helped them to get 

used to the Maltese’s way of living. This in turn enabled the marital relationship to experience 

less friction and conflict.  

 

 4.3.3.1 Protecting the cross-national marital relationship from cultural 

aspects 

The sense of protection of the cross-national relationship from cultural aspects was strongly 

felt when foreigners were coming from other continents. According to the cross-national 

spouses this was due the Maltese’s negative perception of people coming from Arabic and 

African countries. Yet, even Luke being an Italian and Glen who comes from Guatemala felt 

that Maltese perceived them from a negative lens. Various cross-national spouses felt that they 

are still together because they have strived in protecting their relationship prior and after 

marriage. 
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In fact Lara stated: 

not everybody could understand that my boyfriend is a foreigner and of a 

different skin colour so in my mind for me it was double the work… 

protecting, defending… if I really wanted this to happen I had to work even 

harder… (Int. 2, p. 3, l. 24-26) 

 

Moreover, Lara adds on that her husband, being of a different nationality was racially 

discriminated by Maltese: 

He found a job ok but he was never like given the opportunity to advance… 

to prove himself because of racial discrimination so even till today if we need 

a paper from a government department if I don’t go with him he won’t get 

the support he needs [ ] because I have seen it with my eyes… before I used 

to think he was making a fuss then one time I just stood behind him to see 

what was going to happen (Int. 2, p. 10-11, l. 27-32, 1-7). 

 

Also Glen stated that Maltese perceived him as poor and pitied when they got to know he was 

from Guatemala. His wife, Melanie corroborated his experience but she also stated that she 

used to tell Maltese people that he was much better off in country yet it seemed they did not 

believe her. 

No matter how much I used to tell them that he was much better off there than 

here… still they sort of did not believe… (Int. 3, p. 5, l. 23-28). 

 

Moreover, Luke remarked that his wife’s relatives were even more worried about her marrying 

a foreigner especially for the fact that he was an Italian soldier: 

‘Be careful when you’re marrying a foreigner… especially a soldier 

foreigner’ (laughing) (Int. 1, p. 12, l. 2). 

 

In fact, there was a time where Ruth went to visit Luke in Italy without her parents’ permission 

as they were contrary to their relationship.  

when once he did an operation there and he couldn’t come and I told them I 

want to go myself… it’s like I escaped because they didn’t let me go alone to 

Italy… (Int. 1, p. 4, l. 24-26). 
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More than half of the lasting cross-national spouses interviewed were very grateful towards 

the support given by family members. Yet, they were very clear about the boundaries that 

were set between one’s family of origin and that of pro-creation of the Maltese’s spouse. 

Especially the foreign spouse, perceived the local spouse’s family of origin as invasive. Hence 

they perceived that the delineation of boundaries allowed for less conflicts between family 

members and made it possible for the marriage to be a lasting one.  

 

Luke clearly stated: 

Luke: We never get our family inside our marriage and I think that’s one 

of the reasons why we have lasted (smiling) 

Ruth: (smiling) 

Luke: we don’t really mmm I am sorry to say but we don’t really care… 

it’s our decision… from… where we buy the place… where we are going 

to live (Int. 1, p. 9, l. 3-8).   

 

Ruth agreed with her husband: 

When it is us 4 the last decision it’s between us [ ] (Int. 1, p. 9, l. 13).   

 

They continued by saying: 

Luke: Yeah we decided where we want to live and… that was a very good 

thing because we are away… [ ] but we decided to stay far away where we 

think it’s good for us… so that’s way it was distance for us because distance 

in Malta is a big barrier  

Ruth: even the rules at home with the children… when they are at my mum’s 

she leaves them do whatever… yes because most of the time the grandparents 

[ ] they spoil kids… so in the beginning with the older son I used to argue a 

lot… they had their rules I had mine and they were the opposite (smiling) so 

we have decided that when they are at home they follow my rules and when 

they are at their grandparents they do whatever they like… when they are 

with us they have to obey our rules and I think it worked (Int. 1, p. 10, l. 2-

18). 

4.3.3.2 The need of cross-national spouses in establishing boundaries   
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Aaron and Lara also commented: 

Lara: if you let the parents control your marriage… it will suffer 

Aaron: it will suffer 

Lara: even if it is not a cross-national marriage 

Aaron: if you get married you have to make sure you and your wife plan very 

well about it… the mother and the father will be third person but they will not 

plan your marriage… before you have to deal with your partner (Int. 2, p. 24, 

l. 14-19), 

 

During the fifth interview Lawrence and Fleur explained how they managed their family 

situations: 

Fleur: No, when there’s anything that I don’t like about his family… I tell 

him… I am not going to argue… I send him [ ] (smiling)  

 

Lawrence: Yeah but… I understood right away and got… I easily explained 

to my parents and my sister… ‘she is not like that’… ‘she is not like that’… 

don’t do this kind of things… because I know the mentality of the foreigners 

(Int. 5, p. 15, l. 22-30). 

 

Also Benjamin and Maia stated: 

Benjamin: our experience with our family… and we agree on this… one 

time… they want to help too much… ‘let’s help in this… let’s help in that…’ 

it’s like enough [ ] we told them… actually now it’s very fine… (Int. 6, p. 19, 

l. 7-11). 

 

4.3.6 The cross-national spouses’ commitment towards their marital 

relationship 

All of the cross-national spouses stated that for them marriage is a commitment that is to be 

honoured. They also mentioned aspects which further consolidated their sense of commitment 

towards their marital relationship. 
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4.3.6.1 Children as a uniting force 

Most of the research participants clearly stated that the children conceived out of this marriage 

held them together. All the spouses agreed that they shared a common value which is their 

children’s best interest and they would do whatever it takes to offer them a secure upbringing. 

The children were also a reason for the spouses to stop holding grudges.  

As Aaron and Lara put it:  

Aaron: The kids… the kids mostly… (Int. 2, p. 17, l. 21). 

Aaron: … even when we argue we try to remain calm because of the kids… 

(Int. 2, p. 17, l. 24). 

 

Lara: Yes cause they ask… in fact last time she asked me ‘Where did you 

meet Daddy?’ or ‘Did Daddy ever hurt you?’ (Int. 2, p. 17, l. 25-26).  

 

Moreover, Glen also mentioned the children amongst aspects that kept their marriage a lasting 

one: 

[ ]… the children… (Int. 3, p. 10, l. 22). 

 

Additionally, Lawrence stated: 

First of all, we think about the children first… children first… now in our life 

we both understand the problems that children will face if we were to get 

separated… (Int. 5, p. 19, l. 21-23). 

 

[ ] I think having children… we… you don’t… you don’t think of… even when 

you have problems… you don’t think of arguing forever and ending up in 

separation… (Int. 5, p. 20, l. 32-34). 

 

I don’t think… it might happen tomorrow… but we don’t think we… because 

of the children… won’t end up talking about separating (Int. 5, p. 21, 1-3). 

 

Also, Benjamin added: 
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[ ] we both feel we are a good match… I think in a way also having kids on 

top of that helps (Int. 6, p. 14, l. 7-8). 

 

[ ]… but the kids is what keeps more together because if you really want their 

best and we agree on that… if there’s anything we want it’s the best for the 

kids… (Int. 6, p. 14, l. 16-18). 

 

4.3.6.2 The perseverance to make the marriage last 

Perseverance featured across all cross-national spouses. There were some who commented 

that they have never thought about separation as for them marriage is a commitment that is to 

be honoured. Others expressed that there were instances when separation seemed as a solution 

however due to other aspects they opted to fight for what they had invested in so far.   

Luke and Ruth stated: 

Luke: Mind if somebody is taking the decision to get married because he is 

convinced of… you cannot look at a marriage with a safety valve of a 

divorce… then something is wrong from the beginning (Int. 1, p. 7-8, l. 28-

29, 1-3).  

 

Ruth: [ ] … it’s a matter if give and take (Int. 1, p. 8, l. 5-6). 

 

Luke: in marriage you cannot consider me and her… when we are married 

we are together…I sacrifice something… she sacrifices something and we 

find a middle way to go about because if everybody will stand to his point 

there is no longer a relationship (Int. 1, p. 8, l. 7-10). 

 

Moreover, Aaron and Lara added: 

Aaron: [ ] what’s the need for splitting? If there’s not really the need… 

work it out [ ] why not work it out instead of separating (Int. 2, p. 18, l. 2-

5). 

 

Lara: I think the fact that we have been through so many different 

challenges we were able to recognise them work on them acknowledge them 

and put them back and the fact that we want to move forward [ ] we’re in it 

[ ] I think that is our motto… we work hard for it because from day one we 

knew that it was going to be like that so… and the options… quitting is not 
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an option… it’s not our motto… [ ] quitting is not an option… whatever it 

is… [ ] … we cannot do otherwise we have to face it (Int. 2, p. 23, l. 17-32). 

 

When Glen was discussing the struggles they have encountered I was curious to 

better understand what helped them to overcome similar circumstance and both 

spouses agreed that it was perseverance: 

Glen: we persevere [ ]  

Melanie: uħħħħħħħ (smiling) how much we have persevered (Int. 3, p. 7, l. 

20-22). 

 

Yandrick said: 

 

I don’t think a lot of people will resort to separation that quick? Will they 

resort to separation that quick? [ ] if it’s a commitment… it’s a 

commitment… I always said… before I met her… when I find a woman… a 

good one… with values… we share the same values and it will be a long 

lasting relationship… I was always willing to be committed… give and take 

even less… even true… but then like that the family is united… [ ] either 

you have a family and you are going to look after it or else don’t start it 

(Int. 4, p. 9, l. 19-29). 

 

Additionally Lawrence and Fleur added: 

Lawrence: [ ] not giving up… okay 

 

Fleur: Give up no… we fight… argue but give up… no…. I don’t see why… 

no 

Lawrence: No I mean… mmm… when we are in problems I tend to give up 

somethings and say okay…  

 

Fleur: No… I think we both are too serious for that… I mean… (Int. 5, p. 

19, l. 14-18).   

 

Fleur also sustained: 

 

But… I don’t believe like many people… they think marriage is too easy… 

I don’t believe that… everybody struggles… is not a reason to have a 

divorce (Int. 5, p. 20, l. 4-5).   

 

Benjamin and Maia said: 
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Maia: [ ] I can’t imagine to be with somebody else… (Int. 6, p. 13, l. 30). 

 

Benjamin: yeah we never came to separation… [ ] (Int. 6, p. 14, l. 4). 

 

Maia: [ ] even when we argue… let’s not say even an argument… how we 

say… a difference… [ ] we have always managed to talk it out (Int. 6, p. 

15, l. 7-11). 

 

 

4.3.6.3 Spending time together as a married couple 

The majority of the cross-national spouses mentioned how spending time together as a married 

couple contributed to their re-connection. They admitted that it is not always possible due to 

their busy lives however they do their best to find time for each other. 

Luke said: 

It’s not always about us four… I always consider us two first… as a couple 

(Int. 1, p. 9, l. 15). 

 

Lara denoted: 

When we are free… which is not much… I ask my mum to babysit and we go 

out on our own… we don’t have much time (Int. 2, p. 19, l. 1-3). 

 

Melanie stated: 

I am thinking specifically about recent events… when we feel hopeless… we 

try to spend time together… without the children… as a couple… (Int. 3, p. 

17, l. 7-8).  

 

It’s difficult to spend time… just us two… but we try… I think when we spend 

time together as a couple it’s when we re-connect because you cannot talk 

when the children are with you… they don’t let you (Int. 3, p. 17, l. 24-26). 

 

Maia denoted: 

We still say we don’t want the kids to be in the centre of our relationship… 

it’s still the couple (Int. 6, p. 14, l. 23-24). 
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Benjamin also added that three or four times a year he travels for a couple of days due to work 

matters. His wife stated that when he gets back then they are very happy to see each other. The 

husband continued by saying that they always try to get a shot break together as a couple 

without the children. 

Something really important also is that we really like to have a small break 

from the kids… once a year we try to do it… for three days… just us the 

couple (Int. 6, p. 24, l. 6-11). 

 

 

4.3.7 Qualities that supported the cross-national marital relationship during 

stressful times 

 

Various themes emerged worth delving deeper with the scope of better understanding what 

had supported the cross-national spouses in maintaining their marital relationship during 

stressful times. Some of the constituent themes mentioned below were common to all spouses 

while others were distinctly mentioned by particular cross-national spouses. 

 

4.3.5.1 Communication  

Communication was pertinent throughout all interviews carried out. Different spouses 

mentioned different ways of communication. Some stated during difficult times they speak and 

discuss things out, others mentioned fighting and arguing, while others resort to avoidance.  

When this theme emerged, some of the cross-national spouses also mentioned their struggle to 

communicate in another languages. For some, language was perceived as a barrier however by 

they managed to generate further awareness about miscommunication and strived hard to 

communicate differently.  

For instance, Ruth said:  
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We discuss things (Int. 1, p. 13, l. 23). 

We speak because when we don’t speak it gets worse… (Int. 1, p. 14, l. 2-3). 

 

Aaron stated:   

We fight… we do fight… we fight… was much more… a lot of fighting… a 

relationship and a good marriage… if you don’t fight the relationship is not 

going to work very well… [ ] yes because that’s where the understanding 

comes… understanding the patterns better… (Int. 2, p. 2, l. 23-28). 

 

Both Aaron and Lara added that by time their communication got better: 

Aaron: before… before we couldn’t communicate much but now… [ ] but 

now we communicate very well (Int. 2, p. 7, l. 3-9). 

Lara: and I think what is important is communication… whatever the 

nationality (Int. 2, p. 24, l. 20). 

 

Melanie presented their experience of different languages as a barrier to communication: 

Difficulties with language at times… I think mostly the language… you may 

tell me ‘but you know the Spanish language!’ ‘And he knows Maltese!’… but 

sometimes language can be a barrier to communication… even among 

Maltese and English speaking spouses… it’s very difficult to express your 

emotions in another language… but now we have been together for 15 years 

so that’s make a difference… it can be a barrier between Maltese coming 

from different villages… let alone from different countries (Int. 3, p. 6-7, l. 

30-33).  

 

Benjamin also commented about the language barrier:  

Benjamin: I can say it always got better for like in the beginning it would 

have been miscommunication a really stupid miscommunication where we 

would have an argument and irony wouldn’t have got through… [ ] … you 

would question something like the way you would question it in your 

language 

Maia: but we sort of spotted it straight away… but we know that it would be 

a language problem (Int. 6, p. 4, l. 23-29). 
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Similarly, Yandrick stated that at first he was finding it hard to communicate with his wife in 

English. However nowadays he looks at this experience as positive whereby they managed to 

overcome this difficulty: 

It has improved a lot… our communication… we talk a lot to each other and 

so that helps a lot… (Int. 4, p. 17, l. 27-28). 

 

Maia also presented that through communication she became interested in understanding her 

husband differently: 

While discussing… sometimes we disagree on something… there’s no truth… 

you know… like sometimes you say there is no truth… I don’t know if I am 

right I don’t know if you are right… I always have to explain why I am 

thinking like this and then I understand why he thinks like this… it’s just 

different thinking… it’s not always your truth the only truth (Int. 6, p. 15, l. 

17-22). 

 

On a different note, Lawrence and Fleur explained that by time they have realised that most of 

the time they tend to disagree on particular issues. Moreover, they presented that usually they 

end up avoiding the argument by not speaking to each other for a couple of days. 

Fleur: Sometimes we don’t talk for a day or so I think (laughing) [ ] and then 

everything is forgotten again… we don’t really say sorry for something 

whatever argument…  

Lawrence: you have to let go somethings… usually we end up the same 

persons as before (Int. 5, p. 24, l. 9-14). 

 

4.3.5.2 Trust 

Trust was an emerging theme throughout more than half of the interviews conducted with 

cross-national spouses. For these spouses, trust was a crucial value within their marriage. 

Some felt their mind at rest that there were no issues of infidelity and experienced no doubts 

that could have added further stress to their married life.  
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Lara was explaining that during the first months of her relationship with her husband they 

were having frequent arguments. She attributes this to their approach resulting from previous 

bad relationships. However, less conflicts were experienced when they finally started to trust 

each other. 

Lara stated: 

[ ] it was the approach we had towards each other… that was one… even 

the previous relationships…we had bad relationships… so until we found 

common grounds… trust…  (Int. 2, p. 3, l. 20-22). 

We are married… but because we trust each other I mean he goes to work 

and I go to work… and if I am meeting a friend for a coffee I tell him I am 

meeting [ ] for a coffee and I will be at that place and he trusts me… [ ] 

(Int. 2, p. 25, l. 20-22). 

 

Melanie spoke about how trust enabled her to lead a less stressful life: 

I never felt that our relationship was threatened by an extra marital 

affair… or any doubts… I don’t know… or we did something behind each 

other… that helps for sure (Int. 3, p. 12, l. 30-32). 

When I hear others… I say to myself that I don’t have to worry about him… 

I just worry about daily things… not over and above… I don’t worry about 

what my husband is doing… (Int. 3, p. 14, l. 26).  

 

Fleur and Lawrence also stated: 

Fleur: I don’t think of any problems 

Lawrence: no… no… trust in each other… you know… another thing… 

trust each other [ ] I think so… we trust each other (Int. 5, p. 20, l. 30-31).  

 

Further to this, Benjamin and Maia denoted: 

Maia: [ ] it’s nice you know… you can sleep with 2 eyes closed… you don’t 

feel you have to question what the other… [ ] yes the trust is 100% 

Benjamin: yes sure… maybe I trust you too much (laughing) 
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Maia: yes (laughing) (Int. 6, p. 17, l. 6-11). 

 

4.3.5.3 Sense of humour 

Sense of humour was a common theme among all cross-national spouses. During particular 

interviews it was implicitly felt however particular spouses acknowledged that sense of 

humour lightened up their difficult situations or their unresolved conflict. They felt that sense 

of humour was a mechanism that helped them move forward in their marital relationship.  

During the second interview the spouses were narrating an episode when the husband was on 

his way to the football training someone called the police and reported that a black man was 

crossing the street. As the husband was telling me this story both him and his wife were 

laughing at it and Lara added: 

(laughing) he always mentions this… (Int. 2, p. 12, l. 14). 

They would be calling the police all the time now (laughing) (Int. 2, p. 12, 

l. 19). 

 

Later on during the same interview the wife was talking about their communication pattern 

and she said: 

We fight hux… [ ] but now we joke about it… (Int. 2, p. 15, l. 35). 

 

Also, during the final part of this interview both the husband and the wife were joking about 

the fact that prior to marriage spouses are to make sure that their partner knows how to cook: 

Lara: they have to make sure they know how to cook (laughing) 

Aaron: yes that’s what I… (laughing) 

Lara: for everybody to be happy because if the tummy is not happy 

(laughing)… (Int. 2, p. 24, l. 9-13). 
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Additionally, while talking about the language spoken at home Yandrick and Deborah resorted 

to humour to state that even though his wife is Canadian she now understands Maltese as well: 

Yandrick: Even Maltese she understands… I can say nothing in Maltese 

without her not understanding (laughing) 

Deborah: [ ] (laughing) but my Maltese swear words increased (laughing) 

(Int. 4, p. 6-7, l. 32, 2). 

 

Moreover, while discussing the sharing of duties in the household Yandrick and Deborah 

jokingly added: 

Yandrick: [ ] if there is something heavy I have to lift it (laughing) 

Deborah: I get out of that one (laughing) (Int. 4, p. 15, l. 28-29). 

 

During another interview, while Lawrence was talking about the time when he was thinking 

about settling down and getting married his wife, Fleur, jokingly intervened and said: 

People around him… all his friends were getting married and he would 

have been the only one sitting there at the bar (laughing) (Int. 5, p. 5. l. 5-

6). 

 

Moreover, Lawrence stated that they were experiencing conflicts with his family of origin the 

he took it with a pinch of salt: 

I took it as a joke… because I know how Maltese people think and how the 

foreigners think [ ] (laughing) (Int. 5, p. 15. l. 32-33). 

 

During the sixth interview sense of humour was depicted straight away when the wife was 

talking about her husband’s positive qualities and Benjamin, told her: 

Don’t say too much (smiling) (Int. 6, p. 2, l. 32).  
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Also Benjamin and Maia acknowledged that as their relationship went by they started to resort 

even more to humour: 

Benjamin: and as our relationship went we started to joke even more 

Maia: yes it’s like reciprocal oh my gosh… it’s nice (Int. 6, p. 15-16, l. 33, 

1). 

 

Once again they brought up this theme further on during the interview: 

Benjamin: [ ] we like to joke with each other 

Maia: yes it’s very relaxing… we feel comfortable… there is no 

discomfort… it’s nice you know… [ ] (Int. 6, p. 17, l. 4-6). 

Maia: (laughing) in difficult times… first of all we laugh at it (Int. 6, p. 21, 

l. 21). 

 

 

 

4.3.5.4 Demonstrating appreciation towards each other and their 

achievements 

During the six interviews conducted with the cross-national spouses, appreciation was a theme 

that was mentioned by most of the spouses. Nevertheless, particular spouses attributed different 

meanings to appreciation. There were those who commented how wonderful it is to feel 

appreciated by their spouse. While others felt appreciative of their spouses’ efforts towards 

their marriage especially when realising their achievements.  

Aaron and Lara recognised their efforts along their married life: 

Lara: Would it be for other couples I am sure they would have split up if 

they had gone through what we went through 

Aaron: that’s what keeps us strong today (Int. 2, p. 6, l. 6-9). 

 

During their interview, Deborah acknowledged her appreciation towards her husband’s 

support: 
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(smiling) I think my husband is such a good support system [ ] (Int. 4, p. 16, 

l. 16). 

While Yandrick mentioned his pride in seeing what his wife has achieved so far: 

You have to say the reality is this… she worked very hard to get where she 

is… [ ] I am actually very proud… (Int. 4, p. 16, l. 24-26). 

 

Benjamin and Maia verbalised the importance of showing appreciation towards each other: 

Benjamin: I think we appreciate each other… I always make sure that I say 

thank you and she thanks me too… I thank her a lot 

Maia: yes he always does… we like we always like to be nice to each other 

(Int. 6, p. 15, l. 29-32). 

 

Benjamin mentioned this theme several times during the interview:  

Some things that I have mentioned before is what I find… you know we 

appreciate each other… (Int. 6, p. 18, l. 17-18). 

I am trying to think of something else… I mean in general whether it is a 

cross-national couple or not… again the appreciation of each other… it’s 

important… (Int. 6, p. 26, l. 5-6). 

 

On another note, Luke commented: 

[ ] leave the country… leave the job to start from scratch you know… [ ] 

and I believe that it was the right one… if we are here today… there is a 

reason (Int. 1, p. 11, l. 17-20). 

 

In relation to this Melanie added: 

[ ] we had nothing… we started from scratch… (Int. 3, p. 8, l. 6). 

Once again Melanie mentions her appreciation of their efforts: 

We had nothing… zero [ ] what we have it’s us who did it… sometimes I 

hear others saying that they had nothing and they mention some money and 

I tell them that’s not nothing… that’s something… we started with a deficit 

(laughing) and that’s encouraging because I say if we did it so far… we can 

make it… (laughing) (Int. 3, p. 13, l. 7-15). 

 

Also, towards the end of the interview, Lawrence showed his appreciation towards his wife’s 

efforts: 
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Because this decision she made… I don’t think many would have made it… 

because she is not coming from a worse country… she is coming from a 

better place (Int. 5, p. 29, l. 16-18). 

 

Also Maia stated: 

It was nice cause we started from zero [ ] … we were lucky because we 

started from nothing and so you appreciate every step… you know every 

time we think we are so lucky… we appreciate what we have… (Int. 6, p. 

16, l. 16-22). 

 

4.3.5.5 Intimacy and Sex 

In the interview guide there were no questions related to intimacy and sex yet two set of 

spouses mentioned it as a salient factor that contributed towards their lasting marriage. 

Aaron and Lara stated: 

Lara: [ ] obviously the intimate things like giving each other a hug… 

Aaron: a kiss (smiling) (Int. 2, p. 22, l. 28-30). 

  

Furthermore Benjamin and Maia added: 

Maia: even the healthy sexual relationship… 

Benjamin: so that helps also… a lasting one… [ ] 

Maia: getting on well in that aspect is very important… [ ] 

Benjamin: yes it is for sure… if you’re not happy sexually… 

Maia: yes it is very important it’s part of the matching you know (smiling) 

Benjamin: (smiling) (Int. 6, p. 16, l. 23-32).  

 

Later on during the interview Benjamin brought up this theme once again:  

When the sexual relationships is good… that helps… (Int. 6, p. 23, l. 19). 

 

4.3.5.6 The ability of reaching out 

The spouses’ ability to reach out for help emerged as an important feature during the cross-

national spouses’ difficult times. 
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Lara commented that her family were very supportive when it came to taking care of her 

children so that she could be able to work: 

My family are very supportive with the kids… I would have not been able to 

work full-time or maybe he would have not been able to work full-time… or 

lose the job to raise the kids (Int. 2, p. 19, l. 20-22). 

 

Melanie stated: 

My friends were emotionally… very supportive… they encouraged me to hold 

on to this relationship (Int. 3, p. 4, l. 31-32). 

His family encouraged him to come to Malta to see whether he would adapt 

here (Int. 3, p. 5, l. 3-4). 

 

Both Yandrick and Deborah commented on the fact that their parents were tremendously 

supportive: 

Deborah: I think our parents were very supportive [ ]  

Yandrick: I mean our parents were very supportive… they bought us our 

house… the car… [ ]  

Deborah: my mum helped us a lot being it with babysitting… with the child 

and the cooking [ ] (Int. 4, p. 10-11, l. 24-3, 1). 

 

Similarly, both Fleur and Benjamin agreed that their families have been supportive: 

They have been supportive (Int. 5, p. 21, l. 10). 

 

Benjamin was supported by his sister who had offered them her house to stay in until they 

settled somewhere else. 

In fact Maia said: 

We were lucky at that time [ ] because his sister had bought a house and she 

was only moving there in a year’s time so we lived there for a year (Int. 6, p. 

10, l. 3-6).  
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Though as depicted above, support was perceived as lessening the struggles cross-national 

spouses may face four of these spouses highlighted that it did not determine their lasting 

marriage. In fact, Lara commented that though she perceived the help from her family as very 

supportive she does not perceive it as a factor that contributed towards a lasting marriage. 

It wouldn’t have made me want to quit our relationship but it was added 

stress… an added burden (Int. 2, p. 19-20, l. 34, 1). 

 

Moreover, Melanie also stated: 

I don’t think it is the family’s support that has made us stick together… they 

have nothing to do with our lasting marriage… what we have is what we 

did… (Int. 3, p. 14 , l. 4-7).  

Similarly to Lara and Melanie, Lawrence and Fleur stated that the support offered to them was 

not what had made their marriage last: 

Lawrence: no no we are further… higher than that in those aspects 

Fleur: if we have problems we don’t involve the families 

Lawrence: we don’t lean on our friends… we know what we are doing I 

think… up till now (smiling) (Int. 5, p. 21, l. 15-19). 

 

On another note, Aaron and Lara were the only ones who mentioned seeking support out of 

their family and friends’ systems. According to them, their mentor’s support and family therapy 

was crucial in holding on to their marriage. 

As a married couple and even before we always had the pastor who mentored 

us… So if something was happening even when we had problem [ ]… I would 

go to the pastor and he would help us get through because [ ] … I mean what 

he does was to keep me calm and focused… But pastor left to Australia for 

good… And it became quite difficult for us because we didn't have no mentor 

who we could turn to… and the relationship we had with pastor you cannot 

build it with someone else… He knew us from the very beginning I think from 

the first 2 months… (Int. 2, p. 14-15, l. 28-34, 1-3). 

There was a time when we were on the verge… but then we sought help… [ ] 

… I think again… we weren’t coping… [ ] we sought therapy… Family 

Therapy (Int. 2, p. 14, l. 19-24). 
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Moreover, Lara and Aaron expressed that family therapy was what facilitated the understating 

and progress in their marriage. 

Lara: We learned from that… that was really helpful… we needed to do that 

jump 

Aaron: Yes we learned from that… and then we make use of our own 

resources (Int. 2, p. 15, l. 12-14). 

 

4.4 Conclusion  

In this chapter I presented the findings that emerged from the interviews held with cross-

national spouses. It illustrated the forces of attraction that connects the cross-national spouses 

to each other and what kept them together till the present day. The following chapter will entail 

a discussion of the themes presented in this chapter.  
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5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this research was to gain better understanding of the lived experience of cross-

national spouses in Malta whose marriage is a lasting one.  In this chapter I will be presenting 

the super-ordinated themes (See Table 8) that emerged from the interviews carried out with the 

lasting cross-national spouses, through a discussion on the results of this research and also 

incorporating other studies’ findings and pertinent literature.   

 

Table 9: List of Super-Ordinate Themes for Discussion 

Super-ordinate Themes 

Forces of attraction that connects the cross-national spouses 

Embracing the other spouse’s culture supported the cross-national 

marital relationship 

The importance of understanding the Maltese culture 

The cross-national spouses’ commitment towards their marital 

relationship 

Qualities that supported the cross-national marital relationship during 

stressful times 

  

 

5.2 Forces of attraction that connects the cross-national spouses 

The first theme presented in this research revolves around the forces that attracted the 

interviewed cross-national spouses to each other and that are still connecting them to each 

other. The majority of the cross-national spouses explained that they were and are still attracted 

to difference; different experiences in other countries, different mentalities and different 
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languages. For them the experience of having a relationship with a foreigner meant excitement. 

These cross-national spouses’ experiences is in dissonance to what Sherkat (2004) had stated 

about lasting marriages. In his study, it was portrayed that spouses who are drawn by 

similarities have a higher chance of experiencing lasting marriages than those who are attracted 

by differences. On the contrary as already mentioned in the literature review, Brehm et al., 

(2002) sustained that similarities shared by spouses may result in reasons of conflict later on in 

the marital relationship.  

From my personal and professional experience I have learnt that uniqueness is what 

distinguishes us from others. Therefore, if we are all unique then we are all different even if 

we come from the same country. In fact, as Falicov (1995) stated same nation spouses are as 

different as cross-national spouses because they are exposed to different cultures and realities. 

Further to the strong pull towards difference, the research participants stated that they were 

attracted to each other due to physical appearance and other characteristics such as kindness, 

generosity and a laid back approach. Moreover, some of the spouses commented that something 

that attracts them to each other is their common shared values. This might come across as 

incongruent to the above mentioned factor, namely, that research participants were attracted to 

each other by their differences. Yet some of them denoted that eventually they were also 

attracted by similarities such as similar perceptions, ideas and values. This is also substantiated 

by Ibrahim and Schroeder (1990) who suggested that like other spouses, cross-national spouses 

are attracted to each other by their similarities as well. In fact, Grech Cumbo (2015) stated that 

one spouse may not be physically attracted to the other at first sight, but they might share strong 

and similar perceptions. Additionally, Gonzaga et al., (2007) stated that spouses who possess 

similar characteristics may be more attuned to each other with the eventuality of experiencing 

satisfaction within their marital relationship.  
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5.3 Embracing the other spouse’s culture supported the cross-national marital 

relationship 

Cross-national spouses reflected about that their marriage is lasting one because they had 

managed to embrace the other spouse’s culture. In fact, Bustamante et al., (2011) stated that 

this was a coping strategy that contributed towards lasting cross-national marriages. From the 

data that I collected, it was reflected that the cross-national spouses did not impose their culture 

upon their spouse. This in turn triggered their interest and curiosities to learn more about the 

other’s culture. Corresponding to this, Knudson-Martin (2013) depicted that cross-national 

spouses who demonstrated respect and interest towards their spouse’s culture had a more stable 

union than those who did not. At times, the cross-national spouses also blended their cultural 

difference with the intention of gaining a better understanding of each other. According to 

Molina et al., (2004) such spouses were the ones leading a happy marital relationship. Also 

these authors stated that cross-national spouses were more able to blend cultural differences 

than spouses coming from the same country. 

 

Furthermore, according to the interviewed cross-national spouses, discussing the choice of the 

country of residence before the actual marriage is essential for a marriage to be a lasting one. 

They believed that if the foreign spouses fail to adapt to the other’s spouses country and keep 

on comparing the country of origin to the country of residence, their marriage might undergo 

further stress.  

Cross-national spouses had mixed feelings about their country of residence. Some feel they 

belong in Malta and the foreign spouses would not imagine going back to one’s country of 

origin and start all over again. Yet, they expressed the need to travel back home on short 
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holidays so as to visit family and catch up with friends. On the other hand, other cross-national 

spouses feel that they neither belong in Malta nor in their country of origin and considered 

starting a future in another country. Nevertheless, all the spouses commented that their 

marriage is still a lasting one because they have both agreed upon their choice of the country 

of residence. Meanwhile, those who may decide to move abroad in the coming years are trying 

to make out the best of their experience in Malta. This was corroborated in the study by 

Camilleri (1997) who stated that cross-national marriages are more prone to last when the 

foreign spouses integrate well in the Maltese society and feel accepted by the locals. The 

discussion in which country to reside occurs mainly among cross-national spouses as Maltese 

spouses are from the same country of origin. However, there might be local spouses who would 

prefer to move abroad while one of the partners might not share the same idea. In this 

eventuality even spouses coming from the same country might experience a similar reality to 

that of cross-national spouses.  

Moreover, the fact that the local spouses understood the foreign spouse’s losses is very 

significant to this theme. When the foreign spouses moved to Malta they left behind their 

family and friends. Adams (2004) implied that there might be a time when the foreign spouses 

feel lonely and isolated. Also, the majority of them mentioned that they left well paid jobs and 

ended up having to work harder and receive lesser remuneration. Hence, the fact that local 

spouses understood the losses experienced by the foreign spouse and validated their efforts in 

adapting to a new and different culture, they felt understood and appreciated. Consequently, 

when this theme was explored I could observe that this was a crucial factor for the cross-

national spouses. When the foreign spouses managed to adapt to the Maltese’s life style and 

their efforts were acknowledged, a stronger connection between the spouses was felt. This was 

observed through their verbal communication and more powerfully through their non-verbals; 

namely, the way they looked at each other. As they stated, this factor could either make or 
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break the marriage. Gottman and Silverman (1999) added that when spouses demonstrate 

respect and acknowledge one’s spouses dreams and efforts, their marriage is more prone to be 

a lasting one.  

 

5.4 The importance of understanding the Maltese culture 

Throughout the interviews carried out with the cross-national spouses they presented the 

importance of understanding the context one lives in as this facilitates more harmony between 

the spouses. Through the lived experience of the cross-nationals spouses it emerged that some 

Maltese are still sceptic when a family member gets married to a foreigner. In fact, Camilleri 

(1997) presented that Maltese still looked at cross-national marriages from a negative lens. 

Though the foreign spouse may be eventually accepted by the local spouse’s relatives, cross-

national spouses stated that foreigners coming from African or perceived poor countries are 

further discriminated. This was substantiated by Calleja (n. d.) who stated that Arabs and 

Africans are the nationalities mostly discriminated. Nonetheless, in my research, the families 

of the local spouses were not only sceptical about the foreigner coming from an Arab or African 

country but they were also suspicious about the ones coming from Italy and Holland. Due to 

this fact, the cross-national spouses felt they had to protect their marital relationship from these 

cultural aspects. Some had to support their spouses in combatting racial discrimination while 

others had to reassure Maltese that their spouse had not married them with an ulterior motive.  

  

Moreover, Maltese families were experienced as intrusive whereby the former wants to be 

supportive yet they end up overdoing it. Similarly, in Azzopardi’s (2007) study, research 

participants did not expect their families to interfere in their marital relationship however this 

might a prevailing reality within the Maltese context. In fact, the interviewed cross-national 
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spouses expressed their need to delineate boundaries between their family of pro-creation and 

the local spouse’s family of origin and some of them are convinced that this was one of the 

factors that ensured their lasting marriage. In actual fact, Tabone (1994) stated that the Maltese 

family was still perceived ‘as the modified extended type (p. 232). Moreover, delineating 

boundaries and adopting a ‘we’ position can combat the probability of cross-national marriage 

dissolution (Seshadri and Knudson-Martin, 2013). 

 

Similarly to the cross-national spouses, Tabone (1994) denoted that demographical proximity 

was perceived as a limitation to the delineation of boundaries. However, in this research, this 

issue was respectfully discussed between the cross-national spouses and the local spouse’s 

family of origin. As the research participants presented, the foreign spouse and the Maltese 

families managed to understand the cultural difference and this facilitated less conflicting 

dynamics. In fact, it was observed that where the local spouse acted as the mediator and 

validated the spouse’s as well as the family of origin’s perceptions and intentions, the 

delineation of boundaries was effective.  

 

During the interviews with the cross-national spouses, when they reflected about their 

perception of Maltese people, I felt that I was coming in touch with cultural traits of which I 

was not yet aware. In fact, I did not feel offended by the cross-national spouses’ perceptions of 

the Maltese and on the contrary we were able to resort to humour when perceptions were less 

positive. On the other hand, when the foreign spouses commented upon their experiences with 

Maltese I could empathise and validate their feelings as I was very much aware of what Maltese 

think and say about them due to a strong judgemental attitude that prevails within my family.  
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5.5 The cross-national spouses’ commitment towards their marital relationship 

The research participants clearly stated that their marriage is a lasting one because they took 

their commitment towards marriage seriously. Most of them acknowledged that marriage can 

get tough at times however they were determined to make it work. As Abela (1991) denoted, a 

strong characteristic of marriage in Malta is the sense of commitment that one spouse shows to 

the other. From a more recent study, Azzopardi (2007) presented that Maltese spouses entered 

into marriage expecting it to be a lasting commitment. Similarly, the cross-national spouses 

interviewed for this research clearly stated that the meaning they have attributed to their lasting 

marriage is that commitment entails a sense of sacrifice whereby one spouse may feel he/she 

is giving more than receiving. This was also substantiated in Scicluna Calleja (1992) whereby 

the sense of sacrificing oneself for the other was perceived as fundamental to the spouses’ 

lasting marital relationship. This interesting aspect of marriage seems to hold similar features 

across cultures and gender. 

Additionally, what fortified the cross-national’s sense of commitment towards their marriage 

was their children. In fact, Abela (1991) depicted that in Malta ‘having children is central for 

a successful marriage’ (p.42). Yet, this was also substantiated by the majority of the foreign 

spouses interviewed in this research, who also mentioned the children as a crucial uniting factor 

to their marriage.  

While comparing and contrasting these findings I am aware that six of the research participants 

I have recruited are of Maltese origins. Hence, this could be a reason for similarities in Abela’s 

(1991) findings. Nonetheless, Houghton (2011) pointed out that out of the ten characteristics 

of a successful marriage, commitment was ranked as first followed by a common interest in 

children. Consequently, the sense of commitment and children as a uniting force to a lasting 

marriage may be shared by many spouses across the world.  
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Another aspect related to commitment towards marriage as mentioned by the cross-national 

spouses was spending time together as a married couple. Though some admitted that it is very 

difficult for them to find time without the presence of the children they also added that they do 

their best to spend time together as a married couple as they feel they get closer. In fact, in 

Azzopardi’s (2007) doctorate study, results showed that research participants struggled to find 

a work-life balance which impeded them from spending time together as a married couple with 

the consequence of this impinging upon their marital relationship. Previously, Tabone (1994) 

depicted that one of the reasons that spouses were separating was that they were not spending 

enough time together as a married couple without the presence of their children. 

  

5.6 Qualities that supported the cross-national marital relationship during stressful times 

All cross-national spouses presented qualities that supported their marital relationship during 

stressful times; communication, trust, sense of humour, demonstrating appreciation towards 

each other and their achievements, intimacy and sex and the ability of reaching out for support.  

Moreover, these qualities were perceived as crucial to their lasting marriage.  

All the research participants affirmed that communication is significant to their lasting 

marriage as during tough times they feel it has brought them closer. As Reiter and Gee (2008) 

stated communication can enhance marital satisfaction in couples and consequently they may 

experience further commitment within their marriage. On the other hand, one set of spouses 

stated that they deal with their differences by avoiding to discuss them as they are sure that 

they will never manage to reach an agreement. Leslie and Letiecq (2004) claimed that such 

spouses are unlikely to generate further awareness about their cultural differences and 

similarities.  
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Additionally, communication was not deemed vital only among cross-national spouses but also 

among spouses whose roots are embedded in the same culture (Waldman and Rubalcava, 

2005). However, the research participants interviewed for this research acknowledged their 

difficulties in communication and attributed it also to the language difference. They 

commented that although English is their common language and some of the local spouses 

were fluent in their foreign spouses’ mother tongue, it was difficult for them to communicate. 

This difficulty was strongly felt when it came to the expression of emotions as the spouses 

believe that one may lose the meaning of their emotions once they are expressed in another 

language. At times due to the different languages, cross-national spouses also experienced 

miscommunication however their awareness of this eased off their conflicts. This was 

confirmed by Breger and Hill (1998) who maintained that language barriers can provoke stress 

due to its impact upon the spouses’ patterns of communication. Further to this, a local spouse 

commented that even spouses coming from the same country might experience difficulties in 

communication as one’s understandings and interpretation is socially constructed. 

Furthermore, Pickett (2000) denoted that this could also happen due to an inappropriate use of 

communication patterns. 

Trust was as prevalent as communication.  Cross-national spouses mentioned the concept of 

trust as being fundamental to their lasting marriage. Though both husbands and wives stated 

they trusted each other, this factor was more commonly mentioned by the wives independent 

of their nationality. Vis-à-vis the local context, Tabone (1994) denoted that in Maltese families 

fidelity is ‘a prestigious value’ (p. 233) whereby it is based on the respect that spouses 

demonstrate towards each other. Yet, more than ten years down the line, another study in Malta, 

looked at infidelity from a different lens and concluded that due to the rapid technological 

advancements, cyber affairs can easily turn into affairs due to the island’s demographical size 

(Grech, 2005).  
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Another aspect deemed as a contributor towards lasting marriages was humour. There were 

cross-national spouses who explicitly stated that they resort to humour so as to lighten moments 

of difficulties. This allowed them to further enhance their comfort in dealing with difficulties 

and disagreements. However, there were cross-national spouses who did not specifically 

mention resorting to such coping strategy but during the interview it was observed that they 

were using humour when relating to their marital experiences. The literature portrayed in the 

second chapter demonstrated that humour is an understudied topic. However, few of the authors 

and researchers who wrote about humour presented it as one of the coping strategies used by 

cross-national spouses to lighten up struggles that cultural differences may bring about 

(Bustamante et al., 2011).  

Another salient theme that was predominant for the cross-national spouses was the appreciation 

shown towards each other and their achievements. There were those who made sure they 

showed continuous appreciation towards each other while others were appreciative of what 

they managed to achieve as a married couple when considering that they had nothing before 

they got married. This was substantiated by Stafford (2003) who stated that through such 

mechanism marriages are further fortified. Additionally, Gottman and Silver (1999) affirmed 

that the majority of spouses find it therapeutic to evoke memories of their past together as it 

boosts their marital relationship. Appreciation on other aspects was perceived throughout all 

interviews.  

 

To my surprise the cross-national spouses affirmed that they had no ascribed gender roles and 

husbands helped with the house chores and with the upbringing of children while the wives 

worked out of home and were also able to do manual jobs at home. I must acknowledge that 

my surprise about the absence of ascribed gender roles across the cross-national spouses was 

instilled by my biases. Upon further reflection, I also linked it with the cultural and patriarchal 
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background I was brought up in where men are privileged and respected while women are 

expected be the carers and the ones in charge of the house. Being that these expectations were 

highly imposed upon the women of my family, they were constantly viewed as they were just 

abiding to their role by their men and hence this deserved no appreciation or validation. 

In fact, the interviews conducted with the cross-national spouses allowed me to experience that 

gender flexible roles were also supporting these couples to have lasting marriages. There were 

several husbands, both Maltese and foreigners, who accentuated their wives’ hard work. 

Consequently, this validation allowed the wives to acknowledge their husbands’ efforts and 

impeded the spouses from engaging into a competition about who is working the most. This 

observation may reflect my gender as a researcher whereby I noticed that spouses who 

validated and appreciated each other were closer than others who did not. In fact, Azzopardi 

(2007) stated that ‘empathy can be said to be the ruler with which partners, particularly women, 

measure their degree of intimacy’ (p. 145). On another note, this teamwork spirit also permitted 

the cross-national spouses to achieve a work-life balance where responsibilities were equally 

shared between the husband and the wife (Abela, 1991).  

 

 

Sex and intimacy were the least mentioned aspects contributing towards a lasting marriage. 

Out of twelve cross-national spouses only 4 brought up this theme. Two of the spouses clearly 

stated that having a healthy sexual relationship helped them in maintaining a lasting marriage. 

This was corroborated by Henchliff and Gott (2004) who found out that sex was and still is a 

factor that supports spouses in having a lasting marriage. Another set of spouses mentioned 

their intimate relationship and that kisses and hugs had enabled them to overcome tough times 

while established a further connection on a marital level.  Furthermore, Troy et al., (2006) 
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reports that when spouses acknowledge and deal with their differences they tend to become 

more intimate. 

 

In the interview guide presented to the research participants there were no specific questions 

related to sex and intimacy. First and foremost, my position was guided by my experience of 

Maltese people for whom talking about sex is still a taboo. Secondly, as a researcher, I was 

also aware that it could be that the cross-national spouses did not feel at ease to explore their 

intimacy with me, being that this was going to be the first time we met.  

 

Reaching out for professional help, especially when both spouses perceived the need for 

support in their marriage was significant in their progress towards a lasting marriage .  Out of 

the six cross-national spouses interviewed in this research only one married couple mentioned 

seeking professional help. In fact, both spouses went to a family therapist when they felt that 

their marriage was collapsing. Another set of spouses stated that during difficult times the idea 

of seeking professional help crossed their minds. Yet, it seems that they never got to it as 

matters were dealt with differently. An interesting factor to note is that the spouses who 

mentioned seeking professional support are both exposed to the caring field even though their 

employment entails a managerial role. It could be that the other spouses were not aware of the 

process of therapy and might have different perceptions of what it might entail (Vogel et al., 

2007). In fact, Doung-Ohtsuka & Ohtsuka (2001) stated that spouses may perceive family 

therapy differently depending on how this is understood within their cultural context. Okafor 

(2009) states that in order to understand one’s perceptions of therapy it is crucial to gain a better 

understanding about one’s context. In this research, the cross-national spouses who sought 

family therapy reflected that it helped them in acknowledging their strengths and resilience, 

understanding their patterns of communication while developing new strategies for the future 
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(Cirio, 2008). The cross-national spouses’ experience of therapy was perceived as priceless for 

the fact that their growth has endured further struggles (Cirio, 2008).   

 

5.7 Personal Reflection 

The aim behind this research was to gain a better understanding of what makes cross-national 

marriages last. As I have stated in the introduction, I felt a strong pull to explore a topic that 

emanated hope. However, it was not until the actual interviews with the cross-national spouses 

that I could finally embrace hope. As I was listening to the cross-national spouses’ lived 

experience of their lasting marriages I felt intense feelings of joy and hope. I was aware that 

the interview was just a snap shot of what their marriage might be. However, I felt that most 

of the participants were genuine as they also presented the difficulties they face throughout 

their lasting marriage. They delved into their disagreements and struggles but they also 

highlighted what was working and consequently their resilience was also put forward. The 

reality presented by the cross-national spouses instilled hope unlike to what is depicted on the 

media where I used to think that love was just like a fairy tale. The cross-national spouses 

portrayed that marriage poses challenges but if spouses are committed and adamant to make it 

work it is possible.  

I recall experiencing moments of doubt and uncertainties whenever I thought of marriage. 

Lasting marriages were a minority throughout my personal and professional experience hence 

I was struggling to hold on to successful stories. I used to hear people saying: ‘Getting married? 

Why? Don’t! Nothing lasts forever!’ At a young age I remember feeling shocked when hearing 

cases of separation but eventually it got to a point where I was surprised when I would hear 

about lasting marriages. In fact, Perel (2015) stated that while in the past people felt it was a 
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disgrace to get separated or divorced, today’s shame is to remain in a marriage when there is 

the chance of getting a way out of it.  

Nevertheless, after conducting six interviews with lasting cross-national spouses I experienced 

the dominant voices within my internal dialogue becoming less powerful as I was telling 

myself: ‘So there are spouses whose marriage is a lasting one! There are still spouses who 

plan on having a future together and most importantly they plan for a future together!’ Hence, 

I felt that I conducted this research just at the right timing. At the age of thirty, I feel ready to 

take the plunge towards the next life stage with less doubt about the ‘till death do us part’ 

notion. None of the cross-national spouses said that marriage was easy but with determination 

and perseverance they proved that it is possible to have a lasting marriage. In fact, Gottman 

and Silverman (1999) stated that a key component to successful marriage is when spouses 

manage to maintain a positive outlook about each other without letting the negative feelings 

override their marital relationship. I feel privileged to have been given the opportunity to gain 

better understanding of the cross-national spouses’ lived experience of a lasting marriage. This 

will definitely enable me to adopt a more hopeful stance both in my personal and professional 

life.  

As I listened to the spouses’ experiences of their husbands and wives I realised that I was 

looking for hope in the wrong direction as hope has been next to me for these past four years; 

my boyfriend. He is very realistic and works hard to get what he wants yet he always manages 

to maintain a hopeful stance. I am now realising that his hope has been contagious however 

this research experience was a salient factor in my journey of seeking hope. Upon further 

reflection, today, I understand my struggle to hold on to hope. It is coming from my fear of 

getting disappointed if things were to turn out badly. However, I am learning to allow myself 

to see the good that I am surrounded with and to appreciate it. This shift in perspective will be 

an asset to my work with families.  
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As I reflected about my relationship with my boyfriend who is also Maltese like me, I feel that 

similarly to cross-national spouses we have different mentalities as to how we perceive life 

even though our origins are both embedded in the Maltese culture. Hence this research 

generated further curiosities: ‘Is it true that cross-national spouses are drastically different 

from spouses coming from the same country just because of their different nationality?’ or 

‘Cross-national spouses are more similar to same nation spouses than some Maltese may 

think?’  Like cross-national spouses I realised that my boyfriend and I also learn from each 

other and blend our cultures so as to gain the best of both. Additionally, throughout our 

relationship we had experienced miscommunication due to language barrier even though we 

speak the same language. However, the more we talked about it the more understanding we 

have gained.  

Upon further reflection, I became aware of my nationality and also of my gender as a researcher 

and how these positioned me during the six interviews carried out. Although I was very 

attentive and open to both spouses’ lived experience I feel I was more curious about what 

meanings the foreigners attribute to their lasting marriages. The fact that the Maltese spouses 

presented similar realties to mine I might have assumed a knowing position and eventually 

lacked curiosity. As a female researcher my biases about men were proven wrong. I feared that 

during the interviews husbands would adopt a rather listening position however most of them 

were very open and transparent about their values, their vulnerabilities and their strengths.  

The interviewed cross-national spouses have provided me with a new perspective which I 

would surely hold on to both during my personal and professional experiences. While 

acknowledging that social messages and expectations may be strongly dominant, I am to hold 

on to my values and work hard to preserve them. In the past there were time when I would say 

to myself: ‘If a marriage ain’t working opt for separation!’ It could be that I had posed so 

many expectations upon myself through family’s and society’s messages that I feared 
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disappointment if things did not turn out as expected. However, many of the spouses reflected 

that what made their marriage a lasting one was their perseverance to make it work even during 

difficult times.  

I found some interviews, to be therapeutic more than others both for the cross-national spouses 

as well as for me. The way the spouses were describing their husbands and wives demonstrated 

love, attraction, passion, connection and attunement. In fact, Gottman and Silverman (1999) 

denoted that when spouses answered similar questions to those posed in the interview they are 

often reminded about what had stimulated them to get married in the first place. I was very 

cautious to maintain the researcher position as I was aware it was not a therapeutic session 

nonetheless whenever I noticed the spouses’ strengths and resilience I made it a point to 

accentuate them so as to keep on reinforcing what is good between them. I felt that these 

interviews were therapeutic as I felt that I could strongly hold on to hope. Also after the 

interviews some of the spouses expressed their positive feelings about the interview held, as it 

reminded them about how lucky they are to be in such a relationship and how their efforts 

resulted in a successful marriage.  

 

 

5.8 Conclusion 

This chapter highlighted the emerging themes which were most prominent during the 

interviews held with lasting cross-national spouse in the light of the literature reviewed earlier.  

The next chapter will focus on giving conclusions and recommendations for the whole study. 
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6.1 Introduction 

In this final chapter of this research about lasting cross-national marriages, I will be presenting 

a summary of the predominant findings. Moreover, the limitations and clinical implications of 

this research will be put forward. This chapter will conclude with policy proposals and 

recommendations for future studies.  

 

6.2 Summary of Salient Findings 

The predominant findings of this research were presented through super-ordinate themes from 

which constituent themes emerged. The first theme portrayed was the forces of attraction that 

connects the cross-national spouses. Cross-national spouses were and are still attracted to each 

other by the different cultures and mentalities. Also, similarly to spouses coming from the same 

country, cross-national spouses felt drawn to each other by other characteristics such as 

physical appearances and other personal characteristics. These spouses still feel connected by 

these forces of attraction.   

Moreover, another theme that featured in all the interviews conducted with lasting cross-

national spouses was that when they embraced the other spouse’s culture their marital 

relationship was even further solidified. It was strongly highlighted that for a marriage to last 

spouses have to discuss the choice of the country of residence prior to marriage as it might lead 

to being one of the reasons of splitting up. Though all the cross-national spouses chose Malta 

to be their country of residence, only some of them feel they belong in this country. Other 

research participants do not exclude the option of moving to another country in the coming 

years. However, for the time being they are making the best out of living in Malta. This attitude 

also seems to be decreasing the chances of experiencing unhappiness within the marital 
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relationship.  In relation to this, an interesting finding portrayed the significance of 

understanding the losses experienced by the foreign spouses the moment they moved to Malta.   

The importance of understanding the Maltese culture was another significant theme that 

emerged. The foreign spouses experienced that their understanding of the Maltese culture eased 

off tension and conflict within their marital relationship and hence chances of having a lasting 

marriage increased. Cross-national spouses felt the need to protect their marital relationship 

from the Maltese cultural aspects, especially in the case of foreigners who were perceived 

sceptically by the Maltese. Additionally, cross-national couples found that the delineation of 

boundaries between their family of procreation and the local spouses’ family of origin 

guaranteed a lasting marriage.  

The sense of commitment towards one’s marriage was another pertinent theme in this research. 

The cross-national spouses’ perseverance made it possible for them to experience a lasting 

marriage. Also, the children were perceived as another component that reinforced their unity. 

Spending time together as a married couple was another theme that depicted the cross-national 

spouses’ commitment towards their lasting marriage as it was perceived as another way of re-

connecting.  

Finally, qualities that supported the cross-national marital relationship during difficult times 

were communication, the trust shared by the cross-national spouses, the sense of humour, their 

demonstration of appreciation and intimacy and sex. Also, cross-national spouses were able to 

reach out for support in times of stress however the help they got from families and friends was 

perceived as a non-vital component towards a lasting marriage. This was not the case when it 

came to professional help. These factors enabled lightness during difficult times and the 

strengthening of their connection on a marital level.   
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6.3 Limitations of this Study 

For the purpose of this research I have chosen to interview lasting heterosexual cross-national 

spouses who have spent their married life in Malta. My focus was the lived experience of the 

lasting cross-national spouses. Consequently, homosexual cross-national spouses and those 

spouses who lived abroad but are now living in Malta were excluded from this research. 

Additionally, cross-national spouses who have been married for less than ten years were left 

out of this research due to age mark set as per the criteria. Such factors are deemed to act as 

limitations to the research as results cannot be generalized and will not be representative of all 

the lasting cross-national spouses who reside in Malta.  

Throughout, the whole research I conducted 7 interviews in all, of which one was a pilot 

interview. Once again it is important to note that such a small sample cannot be considered 

representative of society at large. Cross-national spouses were interviewed jointly and this may 

be deemed as a limitation to the research. Though the experience of joint interviews enabled 

me to observe the connection and attunement of the cross-national spouses, it could also be that 

the spouses felt uncomfortable to disclose sensitive information about difference in perceptions 

in the presence of their husband/wife.  

While collecting data through the interviews conducted with lasting cross-national spouses, 

several limitations that might have affected the research outcomes were encountered. I have 

invited the research participants to conduct the interview with them wherever and whenever 

they deemed appropriate. Out of 6 interviews, 3 have taken place at the spouses’ house while 

the other 3 were conducted in coffee shops.  

Exposure to the home environment provided me with the opportunity to meet some of the 

family members. Though this research was not an observational study, useful information 

could also be observed and collected throughout the interactions between the family members. 
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The home environment was more contained and quiet as opposed to coffee shops. Yet, I was 

aware of the children’s presence. In particular, one of the young children wanted to listen to 

what her parents were saying. However, I noticed that the moment she saw her parents laughing 

and saying that they are working hard for their marriage to be a lasting one she might have felt 

secure and left.     

As for the other interviews that were carried out in a coffee shop I experienced the noise as 

distractive. However I was very careful to maintain an attentive presence throughout the entire 

time. Prior to these interviews I questioned the research participants’ comfort to divulge 

personal information about their marital relationship in a public place where other people 

sitting next to us could easily hear. Nonetheless, the spouses chose a less frequented area within 

the cafeteria and seemed very much at ease to discuss their strengths and resilient factors that 

contributed to their lasting marriage. 

Other limitations that might have been encountered during the whole process of this research 

were personal biases and preconceived ideas. These might be influenced by past experiences 

and other factors such as gender, culture, family likeness and counter transferences. Rivett and 

Street (2009) encouraged professionals to be fully aware of their values and projections in order 

to avoid gender inequity and stereotypes. Additionally, Falicov (1995) suggested that a 

thorough assessment of the family of origin’s myths, beliefs and transgenerational patterns will 

decrease the chances of triangulation and projection of biases. Moreover, this would also have 

enabled a more appropriate approach when it comes to handling multiple factors of complex 

family systems (Falicov, 1995).  
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6.4 Clinical Implications 

Dyche and Zayas (1995) denoted that therapeutic professionals encounter an increased number 

of culturally diverse clients and families. Furthermore, therapists are to be cautious when 

assuming that cultural differences are equivalent to marital stress (Seto and Cavallaro, 2007). 

It is important to perceive cross-national spouses as unique individuals irrelevant of their 

nationality and to highlight their strengths and resilience. The self-reflexivity of therapists is 

crucial in the progress of therapy. This process will enable the therapists to become even more 

in touch with their judgements and assumptions about cross-national spouses (Killian, 2003). 

Supervision and peer consultation may be an asset to the therapists’ openness and efficacy in 

therapy with such a client group.  

Therapists working with cross-national spouses are to gain better understanding of the spouses’ 

experiences within their contexts as this will be beneficial for the therapeutic alliance 

(Bacigalupe, 2003). This may include therapeutic work with significant members of their 

contexts. Furthermore, immersing oneself in the clients’ cultures and working in collaboration 

with cultural mediators may also increase the likelihood of the therapeutic progress (Rivett and 

Street, 2009). Additionally, as Caruana (2012) denoted when the cross-national spouses’ 

narratives are privileged they will feel as the experts of their lived experiences and hence 

change can be embraced.  

 

6.5 Proposals for Policy 

In Malta, Cana Movement offers local and cross-national couples marriage preparatory courses 

prior to their wedding. This course is mandatory for church marriages. Further support and 

mentoring services subsequent to the actual wedding would serve as a continuation to this pre-

marriage course. Spouses may experience changes throughout their life cycle stages and they 
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might require non-judgmental and open support where the spouses would be assisted to 

generate awareness about their marital relationship. Eventually such support and mentoring 

may enable the spouses to develop coping strategies to overcome challenges while still 

maintaining a strong connection. Additionally, such support might promote a change in 

perspective towards marriages in general whereby focus will be specifically targeted towards 

what is working in marriages rather than what is going wrong. Moreover, this support can also 

be available to spouses whose marriage is a happy one so as to keep on re-enforcing the factors 

that are contributing towards their lasting marriage. According to Gottman and Silverman 

(1999) habitually a lasting marriage is not provided with the nurturing needed and 

demonstrated the respect it merits. 

Further to this, an ongoing awareness promotion about the different forms of therapeutic 

services that spouses can reach out to during strenuous times would surely contribute towards   

lasting marriages. Awareness might also bring about a change in how the general public 

perceives therapy.  

Racial discrimination featured in the some of the interviews conducted with cross-national 

spouses. Spouses reflected that at times their children are being racially discriminated by other 

children and somehow cross-national parents observed that their children group with other 

children who likewise have cross-national parents. Considering that classrooms are even more 

diverse than ever, it is recommendable to assess the cultural sensitive practice that is adopted 

in our schools. Cultural sensitive education to children from a very young age may be one of 

the possible mechanisms against racial discrimination for future generations.  

Simultaneously, it is important to gain better understanding about the host society’s views, in 

this case Malta, about cross-national marriages and relationships. This might bring forth further 
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awareness about the Maltese preconceived ideas and biases which will eventually be an asset 

in the promotion of supporting the general public to embrace cultural differences. 

 

6.6 Recommendations for Future Research 

The main aim of this study was to gain better understanding of the lived experience of cross-

national spouses whose marriage is a lasting one. So far, there is a shortage in local research 

with regards to lasting cross-national marriages in Malta. Hence, recommendations for further 

studies regarding cross-national spouses and what factors contribute to lasting marriages are 

suggested as more knowledge and literature would enable professionals to better comprehend 

their clients and review their current services. 

Focusing on what factors contributed to separation and divorce of cross-national marriages, 

further studies may look into the spouses’ resilience and coping strategies which may shed light 

on what worked for such spouses to remain together. A similar study may also be beneficial 

among all spouses independent of their nationality. Furthermore, a comparative study between 

same nation spouses and cross-national spouses may portray similar and different resilient 

factors that might present a clearer picture about what are the essential core values which 

contribute to lasting marriage.   

Additionally, a longitudinal study exploring the factors which contribute towards lasting 

marriages may be important in the understanding of spouses’ resilience throughout different 

life cycle stages. This will allow the identification of constant factors and others that might 

develop according to the exigencies of the life cycle stage the spouses are in. 
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6.7 Conclusion 

This research may shed more light for support services which are already being provided but 

may require further development. Since research regarding lasting cross-national marriages in 

Malta is limited to a few, this will help in generating more information about such a delicate 

topic and may also encourage others to invest their resources in conducting research about this 

topic.  

Ultimately, I hope this research will help in promoting awareness amongst the general public, 

giving them the necessary fundamentals so as to know how and when to intervene whenever 

encountering cross-national spouses who would be facing difficulties. In addition, I trust that 

this research will also highlight the cross-national spouses’ resilience and efforts that contribute 

towards a lasting marriage.  
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Reasons for Walking Together: The Lived Experience of Lasting Cross-national 

Spouses. 

 

Għażiż Parteċipant, 

 

Jiena studenta tar-raba’ sena tal-Masters fis-Systemic Family Psychotherapy fi ħdan l-IFT-

Malta. Dr. Charlie Azzopardi huwa d-direttur tal-kors u nzerta wkoll it-tutor tat-teżi tiegħi. 

Bħala parti mill-kors jien mistennija nagħmel riċerka u s-suġġett tagħha jitratta koppji fejn 

Maltin jiżżewġu barranin u li ż-żwieġ tagħhom irid ikun ilu mill-inqas għaxar snin u x’jagħmel 

iz-żwieġ tagħhom wieħed dejjiemi fil-kuntest Malti. L-għan ta’ din ir-riċerka huwa li jiġi 

ġġenerat għarfien fost dawn il-koppji dwar ir-relazzjoni tagħhom. Ukoll, professjonisti li jkunu 

qed jaħdmu ma’ dawn it-tip ta’ koppji jkunu jistgħu jifhmu aħjar x’inhuma dawk ir-riżorsi li 

dawn il-koppji għandhom u li qed iwasslu sabiex dan iż-zwieġ ikun wieħed dejjiemi. 

 

L-intervista li ser inkun qiegħda nagħmel mal-koppja iddum bejn wieħed u ieħor siegħa. L-

intervista ser tkun qed tiġi rrekordjata bi skop li wara nkun nista’ nanaliżża dak li jkun intqal. 

Id-data u l-post ta’ fejn issir l-intervista jiġu maqbula flimkien miegħek sabiex ikun ta 

konvenjent għalik. L-identita’ tiegħek tibqa’ kunfidenzjali f’kwalunkwe ħin u għandek id-dritt 

tirtira l-parteċipazzjoni tiegħek fix-ħin trid u l-ebda penali ma jiġu mposti fuqek. 

 

Sabiex tipparteċipa f’din ir-riċerka kull ma trid tagħmel huwa li tiffirma l-formula ta’ kunsens 

li ser issib flimkien ma’ din l-ittra ta’ parteċipazzjoni. Jekk ikollok bżonn tiċċara xi affarijiet 

dwar is-suġġett tar-riċerka tiddejjaqx tikkuntatjani fuq dan l-indirizz elettroniku: 

stephcamillerigalea@hotmail.com jew inkella fuq dan in-numru : 79064244. 

 

Nixtieq nirringrazzjak tal-ħin li ħadt sabiex taqra din l-ittra u anke tal-parteċipazzjoni tiegħek.  

 

 

Dejjem Tiegħek 

Stephanie Camilleri Galea 

    

    

 

 

mailto:stephcamillerigalea@hotmail.com
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Participation Letter 

Reasons for Walking Together: The Lived Experience of Lasting Cross-national 

Spouses. 

 

Dear Participant,  

 

I am a fourth year student at IFT-Malta whereby I am undergoing a Masters course in Systemic 

Family Psychotherapy. The course director who also happens to be my dissertation’s tutor is 

Dr. Charlie Azzopardi. In part fulfilment for my course of studies I am conducting a research 

about the lived experience of cross national couples, between Maltese and foreigners who have 

been married for a minimum of 10 years, and what makes their marriage last in the Maltese 

context. The aims of this research are to generate awareness between cross national couples on 

a marital level and to provide professionals with further understanding about these couples’ 

resources that contribute to a lasting marriage.  

 

The face to face interviews will be conducted with you as a couple and its duration will be that 

of approximately an hour. It will be audio recorded as the information will be later analysed. 

The date and venue of the interview will be agreed upon according to your convenience. Your 

identity will remain confidential at all times and you have the right to withdraw from 

participating in this research at any time you wish while no penalties will be incurred.  

 

By filling the attached consent form you are agreeing to participate in this research. Should you 

need further clarification about my research topic please do not hesitate to contact me on my 

email address: stephcamillerigalea@hotmail.com or on my mobile number: 79064244. 

 

I would like to thank you for the time you have taken to read this letter and for your 

participation. 

 

 

Yours truly  

Stephanie Camilleri Galea 

       

 

 

mailto:stephcamillerigalea@hotmail.com
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Formula ta’ Kunsens 

 

L-Għan tar-Riċerka:   

L-għan ta’ din ir-riċerka hu li tiġġenera tagħrif dwar x’jagħmel żwieġ dejjiemi bejn koppji fejn 

Malti jew Maltija j/tiżżeweġ barrani/ja. 

 

Informazzjoni dwar l-Intervista:  

L-intervista tieħu bejn wieħed u ieħor siegħa. L-intervista ser tiġi rrekordjata u huwa r-

riċerkatur biss li jkollu aċċess għaliha. Kull informazzjoni ser tinżamm kunfidenzjali. Dak li 

jkun irrekordjat jiġi mħassar hekk kif l-analiżi ta’ din ir-riċerka tiġi fi tmiemha.  

 

Benefiċċji:  

Huwa mistenni li l-parteċipazzjoni f’din ir-riċerka toħloq għarfien bejn koppji fejn ir-raġel jew 

il-mara ikunu Maltin u jiżżewġu barranin. Apparti minn hekk huwa mistenni ukoll li l-

professjonisti jiġu provduti tagħrif sabiex ikunu f’pożizzjoni li jifhmu l-esperjenza tal-ħajja 

matrimonjali ta’ dawn il-koppji u x’jagħmel dawn iż-żwiġijiet dejjiema. Dan l-għarfien jista’ 

jwassal għal-għajnuna iktar adattata.   

 

Riskji:  

Mhuwiex antiċipat li hemm xi riskji involuti fil-parteċipazzjoni f’din ir-riċerka. Pero’ jekk 

dejjem il-parteċipanti jesperjenzaw xi diffikulta’ jien inkun nista’ nirreferihom l-Istitut tal-

Family Therapy. 

 

Kunfidenzjalita’:  

Il-parteċipazzjoni tiegħek f’dan l-istudju ser tibqa’ kunfidenzjali u mhux ser ikun hemm rabta 

bejn it-tweġibiet u l-identita’ tiegħek. L-informazzjoni li ser tinġabar mill-intervisti ser tkun 

qed tinżamm f’post sigur u huwa r-riċerkatur biss li ser ikollu aċċess għaliha. Din l-

informazzjoni ser tiġi diskussa mas-supervisor imbagħad tiġi mħassra hekk kif ir-riċerka tasal 

fi tmiemha. 

 

 

Parteċipazzjoni u Rtirar:  

Il-parteċipazzjoni tiegħek f’dan l-studju hija kompletament volontarja u inti tista’ tirtira’ meta 

trid. Inti tista’ tirtira minn din ir-riċerka billi tinforma lir-riċerkatur li ma tixtieqx tkompli 

tipparteċipa f’dan l-istudju u l-ebda penali ma jiġu imposti. 
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Kuntatt ma’ min qed jagħmel ir-riċerka:  

Jekk ikollkom iktar mistoqsijiet wara l-intervista kkuntatjaw lil Stephanie Camilleri Galea fuq 

dan l-indirizz elettroniku stephcamillerigalea@hotmail.com jew fuq dan in-numru 79064244. 

Jekk ikollkom iktar mistoqsijiet tistgħu tikkuntatjaw lil Dr. Charlie Azzopardi f’dan l-indirizz 

IFT-Malta 51, Maggie Moran Street, Paola. 

 

Kunsens: 

Jien qrajt din il-formula ta’ kunsens u naqbel mal-kontenunt. Jien ġejt mgħoti/mgħotija 

iċ-ċans li nsaqsi mistoqsijiet li għalihom inqatajt tweġibiet sodisfaċenti. Jien qed ngħati l-

kunsens tiegħi li nipparteċipa f’din ir-riċerka. 

 

Isem tal-Parteċipant: __________________________ Data: ______________________ 

 

Firma tal-Parteċipant: _______________________ 

 

Isem tal-Parteċipant: __________________________ Data: ______________________ 

 

Firma tal-Parteċipant: _______________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:stephcamillerigalea@hotmail.com
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Consent Form 

 

Aims of Study: 

This study aims at understanding what makes married cross-national spouses stick together in 

the Maltese context.  

 

Interview Information:  

Your participation involves a one hour interview. The interview will be audio recorded and 

only the researcher will have access to the recordings. All information will be kept in strict 

confidence. Recordings will be destroyed following transcription and analysis of the data.  

 

Potential Benefits:  

The participation is expected to benefit participants by generating awareness between the 

partners. Additionally, the lived experiences of these couples can provide clinical professionals 

with further understanding of the personal and relational resources involved in durable cross 

national couples. Such understanding may lead to specific clinical interventions. 

 

Potential Risks: 

There are no anticipated risks associated with participating in this study. Should participating 

couples feel disturbed in some way I will refer them to the Institute of Family Therapy for 

appropriate intervention. 

 

Confidentiality: 

Your participation in this study will remain confidential and there will be no identifying factors 

between your responses and your identity. The data collected from the interviews will be kept 

in a secure place which only the researcher will have access to. Information will be 

communicated with the supervisor in the process of completing the dissertation and will be 

discarded upon completion of the research.  

 

 

 

Voluntary Participation: 

Your participation in this research is voluntary. As a research participant you may opt to 

withdraw your consent at any time. Should you decide to drop out from this research no 

penalties will be incurred. 
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Contact Information: 

Should you encounter further queries after the interview please contact the researcher, 

Stephanie Camilleri Galea on stephcamillerigalea@hotmail.com or on call 79064244. Should 

you have further questions and concerns please feel free to contact Dr. Charlie Azzopardi at 

IFT-Malta 51, Maggie Moran Street, Paola. 

 

Consent: 

I have read the consent form and agree with its content. I had the opportunity to ask 

questions to which I got satisfying answers. I give my consent to participate in this 

research. 

 

Participant’s Name: __________________________ Date: ______________________ 

 

Participant’s Signature: _______________________ 

 

Participant’s Name: __________________________ Date: ______________________ 

 

Participant’s Signature: _______________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:stephcamillerigalea@hotmail.com
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Mistoqsijiet gwida għal waqt l-Intervista 

 

Mistoqsijiet t’Introduzzjoni: 

 

o Fi ftit kliem tgħiduli kif iltqajtu?  

o Kemm ilkom tafu lil xulxin?  

o Kemm-il sena ilkom miżżewġin? 

o X’kien li ġibidkom lejn xulxin? 

o Xi kwalitajiet sbieħ għandu r-raġel tiegħek? Xi kwalitajiet sbieħ għandha l-mara 

tiegħek?  

 

Mistoqsijiet Oħra: 

 

o Xi tfisser għalik li żżewwiġt lil xi ħadd li mhuwiex ta’ l-istess nazzjonalita’ tiegħek? 

o Kif għexuha n-nies qrib tiegħek? (Familjari, ħbieb u kollegi)  

o X’opportunitajiet u sfidi tiltaqgħu magħhom li koppji mill-istess pajjiż ma jkollhomx? 

o (Lil persuna barranija) – Kif inhi l-esperjenza għalik li qed tgħix hawn Malta?  

o X’impatt tħalli fuq iż-żwieġ tagħkom? Kif taħsbu li kien ikun simili jew differenti ż-

żwieġ tagħkom li kieku kellkom tgħixu fil-pajjiż tar-raġel/mara? 

 

Mistoqsijiet pertinenti għar-Riċerka: 

 

o X’għenkom sabiex tibqgħu flimkien? X’għenkom ma tinfirdux? 

o X’tip ta’ fatturi interni u dawk esterni għenukom biex iż-żwieġ tagħkom baqa’ jaħdem? 

o Kif tesperjenzawhom ir-relazzjonijiet mal-familjari, ħbieb u kollegi? 

o Dawn ir-relazzjonijiet, kif setgħu jkunu ta’ għajnuna jew xkiel fiż-żwieġ tagħkom? 

o X’jagħmlek mara f’din ir-relazzjoni? X’jagħmlek raġel f’din ir-relazzjoni? 

o Kif jirnexxielkom issibu bilanċ bejn id-differenzi ta’ bejnitkom? U kif 

tinnegozjawhom? 

o Kif issabbru lil xulxin f’mumenti diffiċli? 

o X’taħsbu li għandkom differenti minn koppji simili għalikom pero li ma baqgħux 

flimkien? 

o Mill-esperjenza tagħkom x’pariri tagħtu lill-koppji simili li għadhom ser jiżżewġu 

sabiex ż-żwieġ tagħhom ikun wieħed dejjiemi? 
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Interview Guide 

 

Introductory Questions: 

 

o How did you meet?  

o For how long have you known each other?  

o For how many years have you been married? 

o What was it that attracted you to each other? 

o What positive qualities does your husband possess? What positive qualities does your 

wife possess? 

 

Warming up Questions: 

 

o What does it mean to you that your spouse’s nationality differs from yours? 

o How would you describe the reactions of your loved ones? (Relatives, friends and 

colleagues)  

o What kind of opportunities and challenges do you encounter that other couples coming 

from the same country might not experience? 

o (To the foreign spouse) – How would you describe your experience living in Malta?  

o How is it impacting upon your marriage?  

o What would the similarities and differences be if you were to be living in country of 

the foreign spouse? 

 

Research Questions: 

 

o What made you stay together? What was it that made you not resort to separation? 

o What were the internal and external factors that have made your marriage a lasting one? 

o How do you experience your relationships with family members, friends and 

colleagues? 

o Can you describe ways in which these relationships could have been supportive or 

detrimental to your marriage? 

o What makes you a woman in this relationship? What makes you a man in this 

relationship? 

o How do you manage compromise when faced with your differences? How do you work 

them out between you?  

o How do you comfort each other during difficult times? 

o What is it that distinguishes you from other cross national couples whose marriage 

didn’t last? 
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o From your experience as a cross national couple what suggestions would you give to 

couples planning on getting married, so that their marriage would be a lasting one?  
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Genogram 1 
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Genogram 2 
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Genogram 3 
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Genogram 4 
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Genogram 5 
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Genogram 6 
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Description of Transcript Notations used in Excerpts in the Findings Chapter  

(Adopted from Smith et al., (2010) 

 

Transcript Notations 

… A pause 

[ ] Omitted Information 

(body language) Explaining Non-Verbal Communication 

Bold Words Emphasis on Word 

‘ ’ Stating Direct Speech 

(Int. p. l.) Excerpt Referencing  

Int. – Interview 

p. – Page Number 

l. – Line Number 

Names and other data mentioned during the interviews with the research participants have 

been changed so as to secure confidentiality and anonymity. 
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APPENDIX 6 

An Example of the Process of Eliciting 

Themes from Transcripts 
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The following excerpt will demonstrate an example of the how emergent themes were elicited from 

the interviews (Smith et al., 2009). 

In the following excerpt the fictitious names Maia and Benjamin are also applied.  However they are 

abbreviated to S - Interviewer, M – Maia and B- Benjamin.  

 

Emergent Themes Original Transcript Exploratory Comments 

Moving to another 
country (181) 
 
Staying in Malta and 
making the best out of 
it (181) 
 
Support from relatives 
(182) 
 
It was very hard (182) 
 
Feeling lonely (182) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first year was very 
hard (184) 
 
Moving to another 
country (184) 

181. B: we have always thought of 
moving but at that time we thought 
we are here now and had to make 
the best of it 
 
 
 
182. M: we were lucky at that time 
and we went to Lia because at that 
time his sister bought the house and 
she was only getting married a year 
after so she was only moving in in a 
year so we lived in the house which 
was really bare and in the winter it 
was so cold… oh my gosh it was really 
hard… it was very very lonely lonely  
 
183. B: yes it was really cold and then 
in the evenings I would have to study 
and in night in the same room 
freezing 
 
184. M: oh my gosh… so it was like 
this the first year and when I came 
here with my son we thought he 
would finish university and then we 
would move to England or 
somewhere else  
 
 
 
 
185. S: so you were thinking of going 
somewhere else… 
 

Moving to another country 
was always something they 
thought about 
 
Yet they remained in Malta 
and had to find a way out 
 
Support from sister – She 
allowed them to reside in her 
house until she got married 
the year after 
 
Especially in the Winter it was 
very hard and lonely 
 
Emphasis on very and lonely 
 
 
He agrees with her about the 
cold and mentions that he had 
to study in the evenings – 
validating her loneliness 
 
She mentions that this was 
how it was for them during her 
first year in Malta together 
with her son 
 
She thought he would finish 
University and they would 
move to England or to another 
country 
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